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IN FOCUS

NEUROTRAUMA RESEARCH BOOST

NOBEL laureates PROMOTE UWA SCIENCE

UWA Nobel Prize winners Professor Barry Marshall and fellow
researcher Emeritus Professor Robin Warren are currently
acting as ‘biotechnology ambassadors’ for Western Australia,
and are helping to promote an industry in which UWA has
significant strength.
Since accepting science’s highest award, UWA’s Professor
of Microbiology has been overwhelmed with invitations – to
address august gatherings around the world, to receive further
honours and to inspire a new generation of 21st century
scientists. In April Professor Marshall joined WA Premier (and
UWA graduate) Alan Carpenter and a contingent of leading life
scientists in showcasing the State’s achievements at the annual
Biotechnology Industry Organization conference in Chicago.
Professor Marshall’s message to the US – where he spent a
decade before returning to UWA as a Burnet Fellow in 1996 –
called attention to the State’s depth of talent in biotechnology.
“There is considerable life-enhancing research under way in
Western Australia and it has enormous potential to contribute to
future discoveries in the fields of human health, animal health
and industrial biotechnology,” said Professor Marshall.
Western Australia’s first Nobel Laureate has become a
tireless promoter of UWA science. In April his positive message
was widely reported during a tour of China with UWA’s
Professor George Stewart, Dean of the Faculty of Life and
Physical Sciences. The latter is becoming a familiar figure in
China, having already forged strong academic and research
links with the powerhouse nation.
Professor Marshall rapidly acquired a fan club of students
eager to get his autograph and touch the Nobel medal. The
UWA party visited key universities in Beijing, Shanghai, Fudan
and Zhejiang and met members of the government, the Chinese
Academy of Sciences and other policy-drivers.
One of the highlights of the tour was a visit to Hangzhou
where the UWA party were hosted by Zhejiang University and
participated in the opening of a joint UWA-Zhejiang laboratory
in plant genomics and nutriomics. Professor Jim Whelan, of
UWA’s Centre of Excellence in Plant Energy Biology, was on
hand for this important occasion.

An $8m funding boost will
help keep Western Australia at
the forefront of neurotrauma
research, said UWA ViceChancellor, Professor Alan
Robson, when acknowledging
the State Government’s
initiative in a vital field of
research. Road crashes are the
leading cause of neurotrauma
which costs the community
$150 million annually. Last
year alone, some 35 people
were hospitalised in WA with
significant brain or spinal
injuries.
Through
the
WA
Road Safety Council, the
government has been funding
the Neurotrauma Research
Program (NRP) at the WA

Institute of Medical Research
since 1999 and its work is
internationally recognised.
NRP Coordinator, UWA
Professor Lyn Beazley, says
that the funding allows
scientists
to
continue
advancing research into the
treatment and repair of brain
and spinal cord injuries.
“Our research has already
led to significant breakthroughs
such as the discovery that cell
transplantation, peripheral
nerve grafts and gene therapy
stimulate nerve fibre regrowth.
This funding enables us to
build on these advances to help
neurotrauma patients recover
better and faster, and give them
greater quality of life.”

(l-r) Administrative Officer of the NRP Louise Daw, Professor Lyn Beazley,
Professor Alan Robson, David Prast (Honorary Director of Spinal Cure
Australia), Professor Peter Klinken, Professor Frank Mastaglia and
Professor Bryant Stokes.

CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE OPENS

In April Professor Jim
Whelan welcomed Federal
Minister for Education,
Science and Training Julie

Bishop at the opening of the
Australian Research Coun
cil’s Centre of Excellence in
Plant Energy Biology. With

a $25 million budget over
five years, the Centre will
advance our understanding
of how plants regulate energy
generation.
“Globally, energy fluxes
through plants dwarf even
mankind’s use of fossil
fuels,”
said
Professor
Whelan, “but much remains
to be discovered about how
plants control their energy
metabolism.”
Using
the
latest
technological
advances,
the Centre will form a key
research focus in Western
Australia with applications
in agriculture, plant stress

PhD Student Owen Duncan shows Minister for Education Julie Bishop
examples of cell culture research. (Photo: The West Australian).



tolerance and the effects of
global environmental change
on plant function.
With laboratories in
Canberra and Sydney, a joint
laboratory with Zhejiang
University and collaborations
with European plant science
centres, this research hub
based in UWA’s impressive
new Molecular and Chemical
Sciences building presents
the international face of
UWA.
It will house the lab
oratories of the first ARC
Federation Fellow to come
to WA, Professor Steven
Smith, the latest WA
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Premier’s Research Fellow,
Professor Ian Small, and the
2005 winner of the Science
Minister’s Prize for Australian
Life Scientist of the Year,
Professor Harvey Millar.

UWA CHANCELLOR’S INAUGURATION

STUDENT CHARITY
CELEBRATES

One of Western Australia’s
oldest registered charities,
Uni Camp for Kids has been
providing much needed
– and appreciated – services
for socially, emotionally and
financially underprivileged
children for 70 years. It’s a
campus club that attracted
many who have gone on to
become high profile figures,
including Opposition leader
Kim Beazley, the club’s
current patron Professor Fiona
Stanley, and UWA Chancellor
Michael Chaney and his wife
Rose.
Club members have been
trawling through archives,
trying to locate past members
to let them know about the
70th anniversary’s major fundraiser, a charity cocktail party
on Friday 20 October.
“We’d like as many of those
who made this charity what it
is to be there to celebrate with
us,” says current President,
Sam Brophy-Williams. If you’d
like to find out more, give him
a ring on 0422 815 552.
Equally well known in the
community is PROSH, the
annual UWA student tradition
of writing and selling a satirical
newspaper to raise money
for well-deserving charities.
PROSH is celebrating its
75th anniversary this year,
and its members also hope to
bring together as many past
directors, editors and helpers
for a planned reunion later
this year. Georgia Pickering,
a PROSH Director for 2006,
would love to hear from you if
you were associated with this
perennially newsworthy fundraising event. Contact her at
prosh@guild.uwa.edu.au or
on 61 8 6488 3599.

Dr Michael Chaney arrived at the Winthrop Hall ceremony wearing
his red honorary doctorate robes. He left in his Chancellor’s robes and
was congratulated by former Chancellor, Dr Ken Michael, Western
Australia’s Governor. (Photo: Phillips and Father Photography, UWA)

UWA always takes pleasure in welcoming graduates back
to the campus to play a role in the governance of Western
Australia’s longest established university.
The role of Chancellor is a significant one and has been
held by graduates who have distinguished themselves – and
served the State – in diverse ways.
Former Supreme Court judge Geoffrey Kennedy has
held this position, as has Clinical Professor Alex Cohen and
Western Australia’s current governor, Dr Ken Michael. And,
at an impressive inauguration ceremony in March, UWA
Vice-Chancellor, Professor Alan Robson, was pleased to
welcome business leader and arts patron Dr Michael Chaney
to assume the role – and the robes of office.
Dr Chaney said that UWA had been a huge influence in his
life and the connection had been strengthened by family ties.
“I estimate that no less than 25 degrees have been bestowed
upon my brothers and sisters and their offspring in this hall,
and if you include their partners, the number is close to 35. It
is a thrill to me that most of my family are here today.”
Dr Chaney went on to say that as a UWA geology
student exploring the ever-changing nature of the Earth,
he was reconciled to the notion of change, viewing it as
an opportunity rather than a threat. He charted the many
changes that had occurred in the labour market and in the
expectations of students, noting that today 96 per cent attend
universities for vocational reasons.
This trend, he said, would have delighted UWA’s first
benefactor Sir John Winthrop Hackett who was determined
that UWA should not model itself on England’s older
universities, rather it should attend to “the needs of the day,
in the practical questions of life upon which, after all, we
depend for our daily bread.”
“The challenge, I think, is to develop and maintain
a balance between the pursuit of knowledge per se and
vocational relevance,” said Dr Chaney. “I am very much
against the premature narrowing of curricula to vocational
streams and very much in favour of exposure to mindbroadening intellectual theory.”



AT THE GALLERY

The Lawrence Wilson Art
Gallery will provide visitors
with an insight into the work
of a small number of very
recent graduates from Perth’s
three university art schools, all
using figurative techniques.
Transience: figurative art in
new hands has been organised
and toured by Art on the
Move. This exhibition runs
parallel to Configured: Aspects
of contemporary Western
Australian figurative art, a
selection of contemporary
representational painting on
display from 25 June to 2
August.
Picturing the Sea (13
August and runs to 4 October)
will presents images of the sea
in its various manifestations –
in legends, early maps and art.
The exhibition is drawn from
the UWA Art Collection and
private and public collections.
It charts the contrasting ways
that artists approach human
interaction with the sea.
FEEDBACK

Writing to us about the last
issue of UNIVIEW, celebrated
conservationist Dr Vincent
Serventy of the Wildlife
Preservation Society of
Australia mentioned the article
on Professor Steve Hopper
and UWA’s involvement in
securing the future of Mount
Lesueur as a national park.
“Congratulations on your
Summer 2006 number packed
with environmental interest,”
wrote Dr Serventy, who lives
in New South Wales. “Our
society was deeply involved
with the saving of Mount
Lesueur, having first heard of
it from my old friend, the
late Charles Gardner. Also
our congratulations to newly
appointed Professor Steve
Hopper whose botanical work
we have long admired. Both
my wife and I are graduates
and I have never found a more
wonderful campus.”

IN FOCUS

Dr Serventy will no doubt
be interested in this issue’s
feature on three graduates
who, like him, are dedicated
conservationists (see Trio
work for environment). One

GRADUATE HONOURED BY NETHERLANDS

Nonya Peters and granddaughters Jessica and Danica Peters with
Dutch Prime Minister Jan Peter Balkenende.

of the graduates, Linda
Wilson (pictured above with
Bruce McCallum, formerly
of the Graduate School of
Management), was among
graduates whose achievements
were acknowledged at last
year’s 40under40 WA Business
News awards.
IN THE SHADOWS OF
GALLIPOLI

UWA lecturer and writer
Brenda Walker’s hard-toforget fourth novel has
already garnered awards and
the accolades that come with
being short-listed for major
prizes. Recently The Wing of
Night won the national Kibble
Award for Women Writers
(“a pleasing prize, set up by
women for women,” says the
author), and has been short
listed for the Miles Franklin
Award and the New South
Wales Premier’s Award for
fiction.
The Wing of Night ill
uminates the shadows cast by

A champion of Australia’s Dutch community, UWA graduate
and author Dr Nonja Peters was recently proclaimed a Knight
of the Order of Oranje Nassau by the Dutch Ambassador
in the presence of the Dutch Prime Minister. The award
acknowledged Dr Peters’ services to the Dutch community
and bilateral relationships as chair of the Australia on the
Map 1606-2006 State commemorative committee set up
to mark Netherlands-Australia connections spanning 400
years.
“The Dutch connection preceded the British and French,
giving us a cartographic presence on the world map,” says Dr
Peters who acted as coordinating author for the UWA Press
publication The Dutch Down Under 1606 – 2006 which was
published to mark the Netherlands Australia celebrations.
This lavishly illustrated book presents the story of
Dutch explorers and immigrants through an informative text
provided by 23 experts in many fields, including maritime
archaeology, history and sociology.
There are personal touches in the book – like the
photograph of the editor’s grandparents Jan and Joanna
Peters, with her father Jan jnr. It was taken in Java in 1920
when her grandparents went to the Netherlands East Indies
for a six year stint in the army.
Dr Peters arrived in Western Australia as a child in
1949 to a life very different from that enjoyed by her own
grandchildren.
“We had no extended family and lived in crowded
makeshift housing until I was well into my teens,” she
recalls. “Migrants lived a life of hard work and little money
for the first decades in their new country. And parents
were unaware of the difficulties children faced trying to
negotiate two cultures daily to gain a sense of belonging and
identity in both. Older children like me also became live-in
babysitters for younger siblings and mentors/translators for
their homesick mothers.”
Since studying for a PhD at UWA in immigrant enterprise
in this State, the UWA graduate has been documenting the
Dutch contribution to our multicultural society. Her first
book, Milk and Honey but no Gold: Postwar Migration
to Western Australia from 1945-1964 was also published
by UWA Press. Dr Peters, who is Director of a migration
research unit at Curtin University of Technology, is currently
turning her UWA PhD thesis into a book that will be
published by UWA Press.



the long aftermath of Gallipoli
– on the memories of surviving
Light Horsemen and on the
lives of those left at home.
It brings together both the
terrible grandeur of the iconic
battlefield and the broken lives
it spawned.
The successful UWA
novelist (Crush, One More
River and Poe’s Cat) grew up
in a family scarred by war. Her
grandfather fought at Gallipoli
and was wounded in France.
None of his brothers survived
the Great War. Dr Walker’s
early life was also touched by
the stories of family members
lost in World War II and she
spoke to Vietnam veterans
when researching the novel.

The starting point for this
award-winning novel was the
true story of a bugle boy who
marched onto the troopship at
Fremantle with the 10th Light
Horse Regiment. On impulse,
he plucked the emu plume
from his hat for an unknown
girl in the crowd whom he later
met and married. However,
this romantic story led her to
ask what would have happened
had the gallant young man
come back wrecked by war.
The Wing of Night is
published by Viking and is
available at the UWA Coop Bookshop and all major
bookstores.
Dr Walker (photographed
above) is a Senior Lecturer
in the School of Social and
Cultural Studies.
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FROM CHARACTERS TO CONFUCIUS

we also have a lot going for us
because of who we are and the
fact that we have little political
or historical baggage.”
Elaine is Development
Manager of the Confucius
Institute which will be based at
UWA’s new Claremont campus.
This is the first such institute
to be established in Australia
– and, says Elaine, “The fact
(l to r) Elaine Burgess, Manager Development and Operations,
that UWA was selected by the
Confucius Institute; Prof Paige Porter, Director, UWA Institute for
National Office for Chinese
International Development; Dr Janet Holmes a Court, Chair of the
Board of Directors of the West Australian Symphony Orchestra;
as a Foreign Language as the
and Mr Keith Venning, CEO of WASO.
site of its first joint venture in
Elaine Burgess first encountered Chinese Australia is a real honour.”
Already the institute has stirred
characters when she began Mandarin studies
at high school – and was instantly captivated considerable excitement on and off campus
by their pictographic origins. Later she went and been involved with functions from film
on to Asian Studies at tertiary level, sensing festivals and training courses to Mandarin
that Chinese would be the ‘business language speaking contests. But much more is
of the future’. But it was the calligraphy planned. The institute aims to be a worldcharacters that were the starting point of the class centre for the promotion of Australiajourney that brought her to UWA’s Confucius China linkages among the cultural, linguistic,
business, government, academic and broader
Institute.
During school and university studies, communities.
In April, the institute was approached
scholarships took Elaine to China in the
1980s and early 1990s. She studied at several by art patron Dr Janet Holmes à Court
Chinese universities, did work experience to organize a China Cultural Briefing for
with BHP and Qantas through an Australia- 70 board members and friends of the WA
China Council Skills Traineeship, and Symphony Orchestra on the eve of the
worked in Hong Kong for Westpac Banking orchestra’s China tour. Such briefings will
no doubt become an important part of the
Corporation.
In the mid-1990s she spent several years institute’s work as it brings together speakers
with the Australian Trade Commission in and stakeholders with China expertise.
“We aim to become the focal point for
Beijing covering a portfolio that encompassed
the mining, engineering, automotive, education training Australians in language, cultural
and financial services industries. Assisting and business understanding so that Western
trade delegations and providing market access Australians can take our relationships with
to Australian companies seeking a business China to the next level,” explains Elaine.
match proved invaluable when establishing “We plan to offer pre-departure training for
individuals or business groups, providing an
her own consultancy in Perth.
“While Australians are generally familiar understanding of the environment, ensuring
with elements of Asian culture through they have realistic expectations, helping with
travel and business, companies are often the preparation of materials and providing
under-prepared for doing business in China,” language training.”
Elaine works closely with the Director of
she says. “This is particularly the case in
understanding business protocols and norms, the Institute, Dr Gary Sigley who holds the
designing their sales pitch for a Chinese Chair of Asian Studies at UWA. Both have
audience, and in learning the skills necessary lived and worked in China for a number of
to pick up the signals that will help them years, building valuable links.
UWA’s partner in the Confucius Institute
interpret the likely outcome of a meeting.
“However, Australians generally do is Zhejiang University, ranked as one of
quickly pick up on the relationship-building China’s most prestigious universities, which
and hospitality aspects of doing business will be providing tutors and specialist
in China, which are essential to developing Chinese language teachers – in addition to
ongoing business relationships. As a nation UWA’s teaching staff – by mid-June.



SHEDDING LIGHT ON
DARK MATTER

Recently UK astronomers
claim to have measured ‘dark
matter’ in a series of dwarf
galaxies on the edge of the
Milky Way. Dark matter has
been stirring controversy,
confusion and debate for
decades and UWA’s Dr John
Hartnett is working to shed
some light on the mysterious
cosmological material.
The UWA researcher who
holds an Australian Research
Council Queen Elizabeth II
Fellowship recently received
UWA funding to advance
his theories about the hard
to detect dark matter that
cannot be seen but scientists
believe exerts considerable
gravitational force.
Dr Harnett’s hypothesis
about dark matter is
controversial.
“For decades we have
known that certain features
we see in the cosmos seem
not to obey the normal
laws of physics, including
Einstein’s theory of relativity.
Because of that, astronomers,
physicists and cosmologists
have
hypothesised
that
something that cannot be
seen but has a gravitational
effect – called dark matter
– must exist to account for
this,” says the researcher. “I
am querying the basis of work
by hundreds of scientists and
countless research papers and
conferences. No one wants to

Dr John Hartnett with some of the
crystals that UWA physicists are
studying. The microwave properties
of these crystals – including ruby,
titanium sapphire and sapphire
– are measured for possible use in
the super-precise timepieces built
by the Frequency Standards and
Metrology group.

in focus

hear about this! No one wants
to publish papers about it!”
However, a UWA grant
will enable UWA graduate
Dr Hartnett to attend several
international
conferences
at which he can discuss his
research. Attending such
conferences and presenting
their research is seen as a
great opportunity for brilliant
young researchers at UWA –
and it’s one of the advantages
of being part of UWA’s
highly successful Frequency
Standards and Metrology
group which we profile in this
issue.

Wednesday 30 August. This is
the 42nd annual book sale held
by the University Branch of
Save the Children and Keren
McCullagh tells us that this
year the volunteers have come
up with a novel idea. You can
purchase book tokens that
will make a great gift. Phone
9440 6411.

UNIVERSITY CLUB CELEBRATES

BOOKS GALORE!

If you have been chasing a copy
of an out-of-print favourite
book, chances are you’ll find it
at the annual Save the Children
sale which will be held in the
Undercroft of Winthrop Hall
from Friday 25 August to

Professor Alan Robson and Chancellor Dr Michael Chaney
at the Club’s first birthday party.
(Photo: Andrew Ritchie, Western Suburbs Weekly).

In March The University Club of Western Australia – already
the social hub of the campus and the venue of choice for
conferences – enjoyed a stylish first birthday party.
Established to provide on-going professional, intellectual,
cultural and social interaction amongst its members and
University staff, the Club has approved well over 4,000
applications, and its membership includes many of Perth’s
leading corporate organisations.
The State’s fastest growing private club balances the
comfort and style of a club environment with first-class
function and event facilities.
“The University Club has become an important part
of the tradition which, for almost 100 years, has seen this
University play a significant role in the social and economic
development of our State and our nation,” said ViceChancellor, Professor Alan Robson, at celebrations that saw
many happy reunions in the Club Café and Bar and on the
adjacent lawns. You can see photos of the party and find
out about forthcoming events at the club’s website: www.
universityclub.uwa.edu.au/uniclub/events/

Children around the world benefit
from the annual Save the Children
sale at UWA – and those who live
closer to home benefit as well!
Maddie Witor samples some of the
book donated for the sale.

Inspiring Bushwalking
Walk the fabulous Cape to Cape Track or the Bibbulmun
Track carrying only a daypack. Enjoy fantastic scenery,
great food and accommodation.
Inspiration Outdoors 93782523
inspire@multiline.com.au
www.inspirationoutdoors.com.au

“What do they know that I don’t?”
News and information that advises, educates and motivates. Subscribe today, call 9288 2100 or online
www.wabusinessnews.com.au



FROM THE VICE-CHANCELLERY

The UWA cycle of life...

One of this University’s greatest assets
is a ‘family’ of graduates deeply
appreciative of the benefits derived
from an education of excellence and
fully committed to ensuring that a
new generation of students is similarly
enriched.
Recently we welcomed several
distinguished graduates and members
of the community to our beautiful
campus to serve in various capacities
including on our governing body,
Senate, and to help us to chart the
way forward in achieving international
excellence.
It is particularly rewarding to see
the genuine interest being shown by
our alumni in the University’s progress
and development. The university is
benefiting greatly from the wealth
of professional experience they have
gained on the international and national
stage, and from their wisdom, vision
and expertise.
These graduates are completing the
circle that began with their studies
on this campus. We now see them
assuming diverse roles as Chancellor,
Pro-Chancellor, and members of
Senate, serving on various advisory
boards and volunteering for friendraising, fundraising and development
activities.
In so doing they are
upholding the values of the University
and maintaining that strong ethos of
community service fostered as part of
the UWA student experience.
Following the farewell early
this year of our Chancellor Dr Ken

Michael, on his appointment as
Governor of Western Australia, we
welcomed Dr Michael Chaney to this
significant leadership role. Dr Chaney’s
inauguration as Chancellor in Winthrop
Hall was a warm celebratory occasion
– and one that is described elsewhere
in this issue.
More recently we welcomed
Ms Erica Smyth as Pro Chancellor,
following Justice Christine Wheeler
completing her term of appointment
on Senate. Ms Smyth, a UWA graduate
and Fellow of the Australian Institute
of Company Directors began her career
as an exploration geologist with BHP
Minerals before moving into project
management, government approvals
and community consultation. This led
to similar roles in the oil and gas
industry in WA with BHP Petroleum and
Woodside Petroleum Ltd. Ms Smyth is

“It is particularly rewarding
to see the genuine interest
being shown by our alumni in
the University’s progress and
development. The university
is benefiting greatly from
the wealth of professional
experience they have gained
on the international and
national stage, and from their
wisdom, vision and expertise.”
currently the non-executive Chairman
of Nova Energy Ltd, an independent
director of Azumah Resources and
the Centre for Sustainable Resource
Processing. She is also a director of
the Diabetes Research Foundation, a
founding director of the Geoscience
Foundation at UWA, and a judge for
the WA State and National Australian
Business Arts Foundation awards.
We have also welcomed three new
Members of Senate, each bringing
expertise in very different fields. Dr
Dawn Casey is known nationally and
internationally. As the former Director
of the National Museum of Australia,
she was responsible for the construction
and development of the ambitious


UWA Pro Chancellor Erica Smyth.

Centenary of Federation project in
2001. A recipient of a Centenary of
Federation Medal and many other
honours, Dr Casey became executive
director of the WA Museum in 2005.
Following a distinguished career
on the diplomatic stage, including as
Australian Ambassador to Vietnam and
Australian Consul General in Hong
Kong, Dr Susan Boyd has made a
welcome return to the Senate. As
a student, she was the first woman
elected as Guild Present and served as a
Member of Senate. Her last diplomatic
posting was in Fiji as Australian High
Commissioner in 2003. She then retired
from the Australian Foreign Service
and returned to Perth.
Graduate John (Bill) Biggs, who is
a Director of Greening Australia WA,
also has a national and international
profile, having wide experience in
two of the State’s most significant
industries. With more than 25 years of
environmental management experience
– with both industry and government –
in the agriculture and mining industries,
he has contributed to State and national
policy on environmental issues in the
resource development industry.
Together, our graduates continue
to make valuable contributions to the
governance and future development of
our University – sustaining the values
and integrity of a UWA degree.
Professor Alan Robson
Vice-Chancellor

music

The dynamic
Professor Davidson
She sings and directs opera, dances and
choreographs, lectures, researches and
has established a unique Masters course in
the psychology of music. Not surprisingly,
she also clearly energises her students.
Welcome to Professor Jane Davidson who
earlier this year assumed the inaugural
Callaway-Tunley Chair of Music at UWA.

Certainly she has lost no time in demonstrating her staging
skills: within weeks of arriving, she was busy rehearsing
an atmospheric staging of Pergolesi’s Stabat Mater in
Winthrop Hall on the eve of Easter.
Given her new peripatetic work practices, Professor
Davidson is determined that her students will benefit and
broaden their musical horizons.
“My undergraduate teaching in both campuses will
happen in first semesters and we have already set up
a student exchange that will turn my teaching into an
international collaboration that benefits my postgraduate
students on both sides of the world,” she explains. “Already
one of my Sheffield students, an excellent singer – and a
fourth year medical student – has got herself a medical
placement doing research in Perth. And I know that my
UWA students will find it exciting to come to the UK, so
the potential benefits of operating between two campuses in
different hemispheres will far outweigh any disadvantages.
“In the UK, I was up at dawn responding to emails and
calls from Australia, and here in Perth I’m fielding calls
from my Sheffield postdocs at midnight!”
Professor Davidson believes her dual commitments
can flourish because of the nature and ethos of the School
of Music.
“The exciting feature of the School is that it is outward
looking. It comprises internationally acclaimed and skilled
chamber musicians and soloists – the Head of School, Darryl
Poulsen, is arguably one of the finest French horn players
in the world – as well as world-renowned academics of the

Professor Jane Davidson arrived at UWA’s School of Music
in the midst of the artistic exuberance of the UWA Perth
International Arts Festival. With opera in the Supreme
Court Gardens, dance in the Quarry Amphitheatre and a
rich array of theatre in settings ranging from the University’s
expansive grounds to the Claremont showgrounds, the
dynamic professor instantly felt right at home.
For Jane Davidson appears to have done the lot in
terms of performing arts. She sings contemporary opera,
dances and choreographs, directs musical theatre, teaches
and has a string of impressive research projects. And, when
she recently gave away her rigorous dance training, she
immediately took up middle-distance running!
“I’ve already fallen in love with the Swan River,” she
admits, “and thank goodness Perth is not nearly as hilly as
Sheffield which is built across seven hills!”
Professor Davidson will divide a busy year between
UWA and the University of Sheffield where she is Professor
of Music Performance Studies. Clearly she enjoys juggling
diverse projects (including the artistic direction of an opera
company in Portugal), so she is unfazed by the challenge of
spending the first semester of 2006 at UWA, and returning
to Sheffield for the start of the UK’s university year.

Above: Professor Jane Davidson. Next page (top): The aerial angel
suspended from the lofty ceiling of Winthrop Hall in front of the rose
window – one of the many spectacular features of Professor Davidson’s
production of Stabat Mater.
(Photos of angel and performers: Peter Stone).



THE dYNAMIC pROFESSOR dAVIdSON

stature of Emeritus Professor David Tunley
expressiveness of a performance and how
who has made significant contributions
music can be effective as therapy. The
to historical musicology in baroque
latter interest came from her mother,
music.
who worked in an occupational
“Also the School rather
therapy environment with
fascinatingly incorporates
mentally ill people. As a
music education which,
secondary school student,
in
Britain,
usually
Jane frequently galvanised
happens within a faculty
a group of school friends
of education and at
(“I was always putting on
postgraduate
level.
productions”) to perform
In UWA all the music
for the patients. Even
students are together
then she was gauging the
– those training to be
impact of performance on
performers, musicologists,
an audience.
researchers and teachers.
Later these forays into
And my own eclectic
the science underpinning
background reflects all these
performance became serious
areas.
studies for Honours, Masters
“As an undergraduate, I
and PhD projects. The latter
studied music and contemporary
research finally persuaded her to
dance and then went on to teacher
focus on academic studies at the
training. A Rotary International
expense of her own ambitions as a
Graduate Scholarship took me to
soloist.
Canada, and as I built my portfolio
“At the time I was doing a lot of
as a freelance soloist, I funded
opera
directing and solo performance,
“A cast of eleven women
further studies by teaching while also
and less and less PhD studies.
continuing my academic research dressed in drab, russet shades, Then came one of those landmark
– particularly in the psychology of
except for Mary in her pale moments,” she recalls.
music.”
was on tour with a company and
blue sash, sang beautifully, we “Iwere
So she learned to juggle her
performing in a backwater,
with the anguish of Calvary staying in a B & B with a gale
various interests early in a career that
began to be shaped when her voice
reflected in their faces and blowing. The window wouldn’t shut
was recognised at nine. But she has
and it was freezing and I found myself
choreographed movement.” asking: ‘Why am I doing this?’
also always been drawn to the science
of music and movement – to exploring Neville Cohn, The West Australian
“I went to my PhD supervisor
what makes an optimal performance,
for advice. I knew that I was good at
how body movement can lift the
singing but I was never going to be an
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international star. He reminded me that I was doing groundbreaking research in the psychology of music – how and why
we make music sound expressive; what it is we do with mind
and body to create this very affecting musical sound – and
he urged me to finish the study.”
She did, and went on to teach music psychology and
movement to singers at the Guildhall School of Music
and Drama where she herself had studied. Once again
she was juggling, pursuing postdoctoral research at Keele
University and dividing her time between the Midlands
and London, with a bit of solo singing thrown in for good
measure!
At the time she was also studying how the musical
talent of children was shaped – a nature/nurture study
involving 260 exceptional children attending special music
schools. It was a three-year longitudinal study involving
interviews with parents, analysis of practice diaries kept
by students, and observations relating to their musical
lives and identities. It resulted in some 30 academic
publications.
After lecturing at City University, she was asked to
contribute to the International Centre for Research in Music
Performance and Perception at Sheffield University, working
with students in musical performance and psychology of
music studies. And to make sure that she was still juggling,
she enrolled in a Masters program in Dance at Leeds
University. “So, in my mid 30s, I was back doing daily
dance classes – really punishing my body by doing Merce
Cunningham technique after a 10-year break from dance
– and that only galvanised me to do more creative directing!”
she recalls.
However, her main focus became the development
of a successful Masters degree course in Psychology for
Musicians.
“The course is the only one of its kind in the world and
an innovation in the teaching of music psychology,” she says.
“It has now been running for more than eight years and we
have seen more than 60 candidates complete the degree, with
students recruited from as far afield as the USA, Australia,
Singapore and Iceland.”
Her latest challenge has been to develop a new
postgraduate program for UWA, focusing on recruiting music
practitioners from the fields of teaching and performance.
The course – available from certificate through to Masters
level – has been developed in collaboration with another
new member of staff at the School of Music, Dr Nicholas
Bannan. The program will encourage students to take
advantage of Access UWA, a flexible alternative to fulltime study offered through UWA Extension. It will involve
residential and distance learning.
“The Music Practitioner Studies programme is about
equipping yourself with skills for critical thinking and
strategy, and knowing where there are resources to improve
your practice,” she explains. “It involves coming to a weeklong residential course followed by a distance education
component and we hope to recruit students from across
Australia and Southeast Asia.”
Professor Davidson likes working in group situations
and encouraging peer assessment in the belief that students

become skilled at appreciating the positive in their colleagues’
work while strengthening their knowledge of what makes a
strong piece of work and why.
In welcoming her to UWA, Professor Alan Robson noted
that her appointment significantly broadened the scope of
music scholarship at UWA.
“The School of Music has a strong reputation for high
performance and attracting high quality students. Professor
Davidson’s appointment will add tremendous value to the
learning experience of students and to the research activities
of staff,” he said.
“What I am about is opening access to artistic engagement
from pre-school to late senior years,” says Jane Davidson. “I
am building a portfolio of research that suggests there are
health benefits from activities like community choirs for
the elderly – singing for health – where those involved don’t
need to read music to participate. I would like to add to this
research (in collaboration with UWA researchers in other
disciplines) because I believe the health benefits of singing
and of building social community groups through music are
huge.
“I also passionately believe that the importance of
the arts more broadly within a community should not be
undervalued or underestimated. Music, dance, song, theatre
and film are often the key elements that hold a society
together. They are the shared experiences that bond us to the
goals and aspirations of everyday life.”
You can almost hear the local arts community applaud!
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physics

Physicists
are UWA’s
young stars
Physics as a quantitative predictive science emerged in the 1600s with the work of that visionary
scientist Galileo. It went on to advance our understanding of the movement of planets and the
motions of objects on Earth and then, over a century ago, it took a quantum leap with Einstein’s
theories of relativity and gravity. Today these groundbreaking theories are being tested by a
group of outstanding young physicists at UWA using an array of precision instruments they
have developed. Their work is also opening up new frontiers of physics that could provide
answers to some of the big questions of the universe that have long engaged scientists.
the effects of the Earth’s motion on the speed of light and
of gravity on the flow of time. The Frequency Standards
and Metrology (FSM) group at UWA and the National
Measurement Institute in Sydney will become the only two
Southern Hemisphere ground stations for the European
Space Agency’s Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space Mission.
Described as one of the most exciting microgravity physics
experiments ever conceived, it will take a new generation
of atomic clocks on board the International Space Station
where the distortion caused by gravity is almost totally
removed. By comparing the space clock with its earth-bound
counterparts, the extent of the distortion will be revealed.
While the sapphire clock in space catches media headlines,
the pioneering research that underpins this ‘sexy science’ has
significant on-ground benefits: it promises to revolutionise
global navigation, time-keeping and precision measurements.
The FSM group’s main focus is developing ultra low noise
frequency standards and oscillators in response to modern
technologies that need very precise measurement and control

During last year’s International Year of Physics, Britain’s
Institute of Physics admitted that some 18 university physics
departments had closed due to lack of student interest
and many more were struggling. In Western Australia
the establishment of the Premier’s Science Council and
the recent launch of the Secondary Teachers’ Enrichment
Program is addressing an acknowledged lack of physics
teachers in WA schools.
Yet UWA’s School of Physics has become a mecca for
young physicists who are seldom out of the news as they
pursue frontier research that excites the interest of the muchneeded scientists of the future.
One research project in particular – the super-precise
sapphire crystal clock destined for space – has generated
wide interest. This ambitious collaboration involves UWA
physicists and French researchers led by Dr Peter Wolf of
the Paris Observatory. During the past decade the UWA
physicists have built the world’s most precise sapphire
timepiece (it gains or loses just one second every three
million years). Using this sapphire clock as the ‘pendulum’
of an ultra-accurate atomic clock (one in space and one
in Australia) will provide a test of Einstein’s theory on

Above: UWA graduates Professor Mike Tobar (front) and (left to right)
Dr Eugene Ivanov and Associate Professor Andre Luiten (Photo: The West
Australian).
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of the frequency of light or microwaves – including high- work because all the lab equipment is electronic. Half of our
speed data links using optical fibres, radar systems and new research is published in physics journals and the other half
tests on fundamental physics.
in electronic engineering journals,” he explains.
Talk to Professor Mike Tobar, Associate Professor Andre
“When I graduated, I wanted to use my engineering
Luiten, Associate Professor Eugene Ivanov, and QEII Fellow and physics background and it was Professor David Blair’s
Dr John Hartnett (see In Focus) about their work in the gravity wave project that brought me to UWA.
FSM group and their enthusiasm is infectious. And clearly
“In fact all three of us worked on that project until we
their zeal, combined with impressive research outcomes, formed this separate group, with Andre working on the
is proving effective in
optical clock, me working
securing grants. Since
in the microwave area and
1994, the group has won
Eugene moving between
33 research grants worth
the two, but focussing
more than $7million. This
on more commerciallyhas allowed it to secure an
oriented work.”
excellent core of research
Professor Tobar, who
staff, many of whom are
won the Australian Tele
garnering national and
communications
and
international awards and
Electronics
Research
seeing their work published
Board (ATERB) medal and
in prestigious international
the Swiss-based European
journals. This level of
Frequency and Time
funding puts the team on
Society’s European Young
a par with the world’s best
Scientist Award, believes
metrological institutions.
that the concentration of
What drew the three
outstanding young UWA
team leaders of the FSM
students in this area has
“I wanted to study radio science from the time I much more to do with the
group to physics?
“I can’t remember ever was a teenager. Kids in Russia swallowed science opportunities offered to
wanting to do anything fiction books about the future of the human them by the group than
but this,” admits Associate race, space travel, and encounters with aliens! from inspired secondary
Professor Andre Luiten,
school teaching. He stresses
At the time, the first attempts were made to send that if the State wants to
a joint winner of the
inaugural Premier’s Prize radio messages to distant stars. I was impressed stay at the forefront of
for Early Achievement by the pictures of radio telescopes used for this science, the standard
in Science in 2002, who listening to the whispers from the far reaches of physics teaching must
has also won the Young of the cosmos.” – Associate Professor Eugene Ivanov improve.
Scientist Award from the with the international Cady Award (Photo: Lindy Brophy)
Being the national
Union Radio-Scientifique
delegate to the International
International.
Union for Radio Science
“From the age of about 10 I knew it was physics and and a member of the technical programs committee of
astronomy that attracted me for two main reasons: first, the Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineers, and
these subjects ask the big questions and address the having successfully negotiated many ARC grants, this young
fundamental issues that underlie all science; and second, it professor is well-placed to help his students chart their own
is possible in this field to do something that is important career courses.
– that matters for the future.”
“I urge them to go overseas to present their work – and as
Associate Professor Luiten is developing a clock using a group we make funds available for them to do so because
light frequencies rather than the microwaves on which the we believe the experience and exposure to other labs is a
sapphire clock is based. “The computers of the future and great investment. The Australian Research Council also
communications technology today are based on sending looks favourably on people with international experience.”
light signals, so a clock based on light – and capable of
How do we lure more students into physics at a time
defining the second much better than a microwave clock when the sciences appear to be losing out in Australian
– will be superior in terms of accuracy and stability and secondary schools?
will find many applications in these types of technology.”
Professor Tobar is convinced that as a nation we need to
Professor Mike Tobar came to UWA in 1989 from start truly valuing education and the higher degree systems.
Monash University where he completed a combined “We should be adopting the European model where it costs
Science/Engineering degree.
very little to get an education,” he says. “We need to get
“At that stage, Monash was the only university that back to the system that provided me with a free university
offered the combined science and engineering degrees now education – but our society has to want that enough to be
so popular. That is what you need for experimental physics prepared to fund it.”
12
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Last year – when Einstein was much celebrated around
the world – Professor Tobar and others from the School of
Physics visited schools to talk about their research and to
enthuse young physics students.
Fellow Russian-born researcher Eugene Ivanov, who
studied for a PhD in radio-science at the Moscow Power
Engineering Institute, says that as a teenager his peers were
“crazy about science”.
“I wanted to study radio science from the time I was a
teenager,” he admits. “Kids in Russia swallowed science
fiction books about the future of the human race, space travel,
and encounters with aliens! At the time, the first attempts were
made to send radio messages to distant stars. I was impressed
by the pictures of radio telescopes used for listening to the
whispers from the far reaches of the cosmos.”
When perestroika opened Russia in the 1980s, Eugene
was able to communicate more freely with overseas
colleagues and was delighted when UWA’s Professor David
Blair invited him to Australia to join his gravitational wave
(GW) research group.
“The work on this project gave a new dimension to my
research. For the first time I was given complete freedom
to do what was necessary to achieve the final goal of
constructing a working prototype of the GW detector.”
Despite the pure fundamental nature of this research
project, it resulted in a number of commercial spin-offs,
including the birth of a new high-tech industry of low-noise
microwave oscillators in Western Australia.
“While working on the GW project I realised that the
technique utilised for precision measurement of weak
mechanical vibrations could also be applied to the noise
reduction in electromagnetic oscillators,” explains Dr Ivanov
who won the international Cady Award. “This invention along
with the technological advances in microwave transistor
amplifiers and manufacturing of ultra-pure sapphire crystals,
resulted in a 300-fold improvement in the noise performance
of microwave oscillators relative to the previous state-ofthe-art.”
Poseidon Scientific Instruments was the first company to
see the potential of the new technology and licensed it from
UWA. The company, along with the Australian Research
Council, provided financial and technical support for the
UWA research team.
Such projects all add to the ‘buzz’ in the FMS laboratory
where PhD students move between the various projects
and pursue their own research. Paul Stanwix’s research
has focussed on measuring the light speed in different
directions.
“Paul built the experiment using rotating sapphires
cooled in liquid helium and it is the most precise test to
date of Einstein’s theory on the constancy of light – and it
proved to be better than previous tests by more than a factor
of seven,” says Professor Tobar.
The results were so impressive that the French Society
for Microtechnics and Chronometry considered Paul’s paper
the best presented at a recent conference and have published
it in their journal.
Another student, James Anstie, built a sapphire oscillator
that has won him the International Union of Radio Science’s

Young Scientist Award. James was supervised by Professor
Tobar, Associate Professor Ivanov and Dr Hartnett in
the FSM group. His research focussed on adding a new
dimension to the sapphire crystal clock, the accuracy of
which could only be achieved if the clock was kept at a
temperature of four degrees above absolute zero in liquid
helium that is both expensive and in short supply.
continued on page 14

UWA science – ahead of its time!

Artist’s impression of the sapphire station clock designed
by Charlie Smith and Joan Walsh-Smith for Perth’s
new William Street railway station.

The futuristic glass and metal clock tower planned
for Perth’s new William Street railway station will not
only record the time – in super accurate fashion –
but will celebrate science at UWA. Housed in a 15
metre sculptured ‘crystal’ sheath, the clock tower will
incorporate the super-accurate sapphire clock. Associate
Professor Andre Luiten, who built the original sapphire
clock, was approached by local sculptors Charlie Smith
and Joan Walsh-Smith who wanted to incorporate the
sapphire clock in the tower they have designed for the
Perth City Council and the Public Transport Authority.
“The best of the first generation of sapphire clocks went
to France,” says Dr Luiten. “Dr John Hartnett is currently
building another for Japan, and the fantastic efforts of
Mike Tobar, John Hartnett and others in our laboratory
means we now have funding to keep a permanent sapphire
clock here in our lab.” A recent Australian Research
Council grant for a satellite dish on the Physics building
means that the laboratory has a satellite connection with
the National Measurement Institute which defines time in
Australia. A laser beam planned for the top of the tower
will symbolise UWA’s links with the international space
station.
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continued from page 13

Prize, the Faculty of Life and Physical Sciences Medal
and the JA Wood Memorial Prize.
The School of Physics lays great emphasis on
encouraging the interest of school students and establishing
the foundations of a scientifically literate society. The
Gravity Discovery Centre at Gingin has proved popular
with local schools and the distinctive geodesic dome on
top of the towering limestone Cosmology Gallery will be
another attraction that is nearing completion.
Dr Ian McArthur, Head of the School of Physics,
believes that the GDC has enormous potential to get school
students inspired by modern physics. By displaying the
applications of adapted technology that results from physics
research, it highlights the importance of education both to
the public and the economy. He points to the company that
a group of UWA staff and students established to adapt an
MRI scan to detect iron in the liver – a venture that now
nets millions of dollars for the Australian economy.
“Knowledge of physics was needed for this application
in biotechnology,” he explains. “The main potential of the
GDC is for high school students to get inspired by modern
physics. After working in Germany for several years I had
an insight into how much that nation values education.
Unlike Australia, Germany is not reliant on the extraction
of minerals to sustain its economy. It relies on what comes
out of people’s minds.”
If you would like to know more about studying physics
at UWA visit the website www.physics.uwa.edu.au

“It would be desirable to use sapphire clocks in space
where there is no helium,” explains James, “and the clock
that I built operates at 50 degrees above absolute zero, a
temperature easily reached on earth and, in orbit, without the
use of helium. And it gains or loses only one second every
three million years.”
James is soon to begin working with Dr Frank van
Kann on a project (funded by Rio Tinto) to build a gravity
gradiometer that will detect the density of structures
beneath the ground from the air, using the variations they
cause in the Earth’s gravitational field.
Another of UWA’s top physics students is Alison
Fowler who has won a scholarship to pursue PhD
studies in the area of particle physics at Durham
University. She has been one of only three Australian
students to attend the exclusive Particle Physics and
Astronomy International Undergraduate Summer School
at Durham.
During her time working with Professor Tobar and
Associate Professor Ivanov, Alison developed techniques
that enabled her to make precise measurements of the
phase of a microwave signal and this has led to new ideas
that have commercial applications and have excited the
interest of Poseidon Scientific Instruments. Her goal is
to work on the boundary between theory and experiment
to advance our understanding of the universe. Last year
she
won three major science prizes, the Maslen Physics
3440 BSWA Uniview ad Too busy 2/5/06 2:16 PM Page 1
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“I’m too busy”
A screening mammogram
takes just 20 minutes.
Breast cancer is the most common cause of death from cancer in Australia, with
over 11,000 women diagnosed annually. BreastScreen WA provide FREE screening
mammograms for women aged 50 to 69 without symptoms.
Having a regular mammogram every 2 years is the best way of detecting breast
cancer early.
BreastScreen WA has 7 fixed site clinics in Perth, and 4 mobile screening
clinics that visit over 100 locations in WA every 2 years.
There should be no excuse.
Call 13 20 50 today for your appointment.

www.breastscreen.health.wa.gov.au
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Trio work for
environment
UWA’s teachers and researchers always hope that
the enthusiasm of undergraduates whose skills
they help to hone will find an outlet in jobs that
meet their high expectations and determination
to make a difference. In the case of three science
graduates with a shared passion for conservation,
that has happened. Trea Wiltshire reports
Nature Conservancy in North America, which uses donated
funds to purchase land needed to protect biodiversity. AWC’s
impressive sanctuaries have drawn high profile collaborator
and board member Dr Tim Flannery, and several leading
business identities, whose influential networks are helping
to build a broad base of supporters and donors around
Australia.
In fact there are now some 5,000 donors on the AWC
database, ranging from those who provide regular small
donations to those who provide substantial contributions
towards the purchase and management of a station destined
to become a sanctuary and research base.
Trish Gardner graduated in 1997 and initially worked
with the WA Museum. She had completed a double major
in zoology and environmental science, and, like many doing
environmental work, did her fair share of volunteering while
studying – everything from trapping animals to organizing
the field notes of Museum scientists.
The UWA graduate was thus well equipped to take on
a job at Karakamia Wildlife Sanctuary near Chidlow, in the
jarrah forest beyond Perth. The sanctuary is named after
the red-tailed black cockatoos that at dusk fill the air with

When Jacqui Richards, Linda Wilson and Trish Gardner were
studying at UWA, they shared a common goal – to work in
wildlife conservation and land management. Today each
operates in a different sphere within the Australian Wildlife
Conservancy (AWC), a not-for-profit private organization
that is making a significant impact in on- ground conservation
while also contributing to research relating to threatened
species. AWC is now the largest independent not-for-profit
conservation landowner in Australia. It was established by
Martin Copley who developed a highly successful insurance
company in London and then retired to found an organisation
that aims to fight the fauna extinction crisis in Australia.
In 1991, Perth’s Karakamia Sanctuary became the first
of a string of 14 sanctuaries that now span nearly a million
hectares. Five are located in Western Australia.
As Chairman of the Board of AWC, Martin Copley
firmly believes that the private sector needs to get involved in
conservation in Australia. While AWC focuses on preserving
ecosystems and the animals that live in them, education and
public access have also become important elements of the
operation. And the sanctuaries offer research opportunities
that annually attract UWA students doing sanctuary-based
studies for Honours and PhD degrees.
The role model for this successful enterprise was The

Above: Karakamia Sanctuary and banded hare wallaby on AWC’s Faure
Island. (Photos: Australian Wildlife Conservancy).
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their familiar call of ‘karak, karak’. It is surrounded by a
vermin-proof fence and all foxes, cats and rabbits have been
removed. However, checking the fencing around the 250hectare sanctuary is a daily ritual, particularly after storms.
Trish joined AWC in 2000 and conducts nocturnal guided
walks for members of the public and school groups. “You
are guaranteed to see woylies and we usually see Tammar
wallabies, quendas, possums and bandicoots,” she says
before mentioning the other threatened species that have
been reintroduced to the reserve since it opened in 1994:
quokkas, brush wallabies and numbats.
Karakamia receives some 2000 visitors annually and the
figure is rising. It does no advertising, so its popularity says
much for ‘word-of-mouth’ recommendation – and perhaps
an increased awareness of the drastic impact that introduced

Jacqui Richards was involved in this pioneering work
when she spent a decade working with the Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)
which she joined after completing an honours degree in
zoology at UWA and a PhD at the University of Sydney. At
CSIRO she was a research scientist working specifically in
the area of threatened mammal reintroductions and predator
control, and was part of the team rewarded with the Gold
Banksia Award and Banksia Environmental Award for
Community Group Achievement in 2001.
“In general in Australia, Federal and State money for
conservation often doesn’t stretch to the vital follow-up
monitoring work. So threatened species may be reintroduced
into an area, but there’s little effective follow through to nail
what is working and what is not,” says Jacqui. “In AWC

Above (l – r) Trish Gardiner with one of Karakamia’s brush-tailed possums (Photo: Australian Wildlife Conservancy),
Dr Jacqui Richards (Photo: CSIRO) and Linda Wilson with a western barred bandicoot about to be released on Faure Island.

species, logging, land clearing and urban expansion have
we believe it is important to make sure that the research
had on WA mammals.
and monitoring component is always present, so what we
successfully do in one sanctuary can be replicated in another.
So successful have reintroductions of threatened species
We now have 12 years of collected data and are making
been in AWC sanctuaries that when populations reach a
this widely available through our website and scientific
satisfactory level, some of the marsupials are transferred
journals.”
to other sanctuaries to found new
When AWC buys or takes over the
populations.
“In general in Australia,
pastoral
lease of a property destined to
In this way more than 500 woylies
Federal and State money for
become
a
new sanctuary, their destocking
from Karakamia have been put into
conservation often doesn’t
and eradication programs for foxes, wild
Paruna Wildlife Sanctuary, Avon Valley
stretch to the vital followdogs, rabbits and feral cats swing into
and Kalbarri National Parks, Julimar
up
monitoring
work.
So
action. This work is generally done in
Forest, and other suitable locations.
threatened
species
may
be
summer when the water in opened wells
Burrowing bettongs from Faure Island
reintroduced into an area,
attracts feral animals, making them easier
in Shark Bay have been transferred to
to trap or entice with baits. Cats remain
the nearby Heirisson Prong community
but there’s little effective
conservation reserve. This burrowing follow through to nail what is the biggest problem because they disdain
the effective 1080 baits, preferring to
marsupial that creates substantial warrens
working and what is not.”
hunt live prey.
was once widespread on the mainland but
Dr Jacqui Richards
While Jacqui and Trish are either out
was declared an agricultural pest after
in the field or in the office, Linda Wilson
European settlement. When numbers
(née Mauger) works in the organization’s West Perth head
of foxes multiplied and the introduced (and incredibly
office where she is involved in marketing and operational
fecund) rabbit took over bettong warrens, extinction loomed.
areas. And clearly she’s made a big impact, winning a
Fortunately remnant populations on offshore islands provided
40under40 Business News award last year.
the starting point for successful reintroductions.
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After graduating with an honours degree in Natural us function in a very different way from, say, a governmentResource Management, Linda became a Landcare funded body.”
Coordinator in Albany and, later, an Australian Youth
AWC scientists work cooperatively with CSIRO and
Ambassador for Development. The latter placement saw her the Department of Conservation and Land Management
spending a year in Vanuatu working on ecoforestry projects and offer study opportunities for students. Currently UWA
with local communities for a not-for-profit organisation.
Honours student Andrew Hide is studying the successful
“I started out being interested in big picture land relocation of woylies, while PhD student Felicity Donaldson
management,” she says, “and then decided I wanted to focus is studying burrowing bettong genetics.
on the operational side rather
AWC is primarily funded
than science and research. So
by tax-deductible donations
I returned to UWA and did an
from the public. To make a
MBA,” says Linda.
bequest or tax-deductible
She believes those studies,
donation to support the
backed by her science degree,
acquisition and on-ground
helped her to land the job of
management of sanctuaries
Executive Officer at AWC in
across Australia contact
2002 and she is clearly excited
debbie@australianwildlife.org
by its growth. “In this job
or call (08) 9226 0340. To
you have to be flexible, to be
make a booking for a guided
prepared to do everything! My
nocturnal walk at Karakamia,
science background means that
call the sanctuary booking
I understand and am passionate
office on (08) 9572 3169. If
about what we are achieving
you would like to find out
at AWC, while my MBA
more information about AWC,
provides the management
visit their website www.
skills that have helped to grow
australianwildlife.org.
A bridled nailtail wallaby, which is nationally endangered,
the organization.”
Martin Copley, the founder
at AWC’s Scotia Wildlife Sanctuary in New South Wales.
(Photo: AWC).
Linda has managed the
of AWC, grew up in Britain
growth, development and
but has strong roots in WA
restoration of the Mornington Wilderness Camp in the dating from 1880 when his grandfather settled in Perth.
Kimberley after visitor facilities were badly damaged by Mr Copley made his fortune in insurance underwriting
flooding.
in Britain before opting for the sea change that saw him
“What makes AWC special is that it has successfully become a champion of the environment and conservation in
linked science and business to create a conservation model,” Australia. He has also been a generous benefactor to UWA’s
she says. “We have a private enterprise mindset which makes School of Music.

Burrowing bettongs from AWC’s Faure Island sanctuary in
Shark Bay have been transferred to the nearby Heirisson
Prong community conservation reserve. The CSIRO’s Blair
Parsons photographed one of the marsupials leaping to
freedom in the protected peninsula.
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Please help us protect Australia’s endangered wildlife
Did you know that Australia has the worst mammal extinction rate in the world? Or that more than
1,500 surviving animal and plant species are on the edge of extinction?
Australian Wildlife Conservancy (AWC) is an independent, non-profit organisation dedicated to the
conservation of Australia’s threatened wildlife.
Your donation will help AWC establish wildlife sanctuaries across Australia and implement practical,
on-ground programs including feral animal control, fire managment and weed control. Over 90% of
AWC’s expenditure is dedicated to conservation programs and less than 10% is spent on fundraising
and administration.
•Just $20 a month will support management of 15 hectares of Kimberley wilderness.
•$750 will help build 50 metres of fencing to establish the largest cat
Australian Wildlife Conservancy
and fox-free area on mainland Australia.
PO Box 1897 West Perth WA 6872
We need your help to save Australia’s endangered wildlife.
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Wayne Martin was recently appointed the 13th Chief Justice of Western Australia. After
graduating with a First Class Honours degree in Law in 1973, a Hackett Studentship
took him to the University of London for Master of Laws studies. After working for
three years in Canberra, initially for the Administrative Review Council and then the
Immigration Department, Wayne returned to Perth where he practised as a litigation
partner in the firm of Keall Brinsden until 1988, when he commenced practice as a
barrister. His practice has embraced a wide variety of legal fields. He was appointed
Queens Counsel in 1993 and has served as President of the WA Bar Association,
President of the WA Law Society, Chairman of the WA Law Reform Commission and
President of the Administrative Review Council. He has represented the Legal Practice
Board in the Law Faculty of UWA for more than 10 years.
However, when I commenced practice
in that area, I quickly realised
that spending one’s
entire working
day with people
who were alleged
to have committed
serious
crimes
had its limitations,
and I became more
interested in topics
like administrative law,
commercial law and
defamation. I always
knew that I had to be an
advocate and practice at
the Bar gave me the perfect
opportunity to develop my
skills in that area.

As a secondary school student did you have a
clear idea of what you wanted to
study?
I wavered a great
deal in relation to my
choice of career. As
a much smaller child
I had been instinctively
attracted to law (perhaps
by watching the Perry
Mason series on TV!) but
in secondary school focused
entirely upon the maths and
sciences, to the exclusion
of the humanities. I remain
of the view that our school
system requires specialisation
a little too early. I flirted with
the idea of psychology for
a while (because my mother
worked for a clinical psychologist), and was set on a course
in medicine for a long time, until my sister (who is now a
paediatrician) started bringing home bits of bodies in bottles,
which I found quite off-putting. In the end I chose law partly
because I could not think of anything else and partly because
a girl that I had met at the maths camp held annually at
Kingswood College was going to study law. So in the end my
selection of a career which I have enjoyed greatly was more
fluke than foresight.

Apart from studies, what were your interests/involvements
at UWA?
I actively participated in the activities of the Blackstone
Society (the law students’ society), and became its President.
Those activities tended to focus largely upon the acquisition
and consumption of kegs of beer, but there was a degree of
student politics involved. The early 70s were a particularly
feisty time to be involved in student politics. Prominent in
that arena were Kim Beazley, John Dawkins, David Parker
and Jim McGinty. It was customary for all students of
those days to decry and pillory the establishment. It has
always struck me as a little ironic that the prominent student
politicians I have listed all became (and some still are)
pillars of that establishment. When I look back upon my
days as an objector to conscription, moratorium marcher,
motor bike rider, long haired and bearded surfie and general
lay-about, the same irony applies to my own joining of the
establishment.

When you were studying at UWA, how did you view your
future career? Did you have a game plan?
I suspect at least half of the students in any law school at any
given time have in mind becoming Prime Minister in due
course, and I was in that group. However, before assuming
that role, I was planning to take the law to the masses by
opening a shop front legal service providing services at
discount rates for the indigent and oppressed. Although I now
appreciate the naivety of my undergraduate views, I remain
convinced that limitations upon the access which ordinary
Australians enjoy to their system of justice remain the most
significant problem to be addressed by that justice system.
My plan to become a leading criminal lawyer was furthered
by the studies which I undertook in that field in London.

What are the qualities you acknowledge in yourself that
are strengths in your present role?
I think others are better equipped to answer this question
than me, but there are basically three things that are vital
to successful practice as an advocate – namely, preparation,
9
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preparation and preparation. I like to think that I am
thorough and diligent in researching any topic or issue that I
am called upon to present.
Practising law has also helped develop my communication
skills and introduced me to a wide range of people in
differing walks of life. I think I have also been blessed
with what some would describe as a ‘common touch’ and
others would describe as far too common a touch. I also
like to think that I have an instinctive capacity to quickly
discriminate between what is right and what is wrong.
Whether I am correct in that thought will soon be put to the
test in my new role.

course devoted to them and my wife and they provide a
fantastic balance to, and diversion from, my professional
obligations.
Do you still have close ties with any of the people you
have studied with at UWA?
As the law is quite a close knit profession, I see and mix
with many of the people with whom I studied on a daily
basis. Many have become great friends. Their support and
encouragement over the years have been a great source of
comfort and strength to me – never more so than upon the
announcement of my appointment and the realisation of
the importance of the duties which I am now called upon
to discharge.

What is your working day like and how do you relax?
At the time of writing I have no experience whatsoever as a
Judge and can only describe my working day as a barrister.
Such days are long and intensive. Time is such a precious
commodity that toilet breaks have to be rationed. Most
recently, combining a busy practice with the presidency of
the Law Society was particularly demanding. While most
days are spent in court, periods before and after normal
sitting hours are allocated to seeing clients and witnesses,
and lunch times often spent in meetings involving legal
profession and Law Society issues. Evenings are spent
preparing for the next day’s appearance in court (as are
large parts of the weekend). In terms of relaxation, I
have been blessed with five children, three of whom are
quite small (7, 5 and 2 years). My non-working time is of

What does the future hold?
A little while ago I could not have confidently predicted
what I would be doing in five years time. Now I can. What
I cannot predict with any confidence is the particular
challenges which will arise between now and then. I think
they will be very interesting times, and I am a firm believer
in the blessing which I think originated from China: “May
you live in interesting times”.
What I will be trying to achieve during my term in office
is to work with my judicial colleagues and the Government
to make the justice system of Western Australia more
accessible, quicker, cheaper, more efficient, more relevant
and more comprehensible to all Western Australians.
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The science that
underpins the boom
When reporting on the resources
boom that is revving up Western
Australia’s economic growth to double
the national average, the Australian
Financial Review recently observed
that optimism was Western Australia’s
“default mood setting”. With the State
now providing about 30 per cent of
Australian exports, the paper observed:
“Western Australia is used to thinking
of itself as a fortunate place where
people think big.” Underpinning that
thinking in the oil and gas industry
is a solid scientific base provided by
UWA researchers. They aim to ensure
that the oil platforms of the future
are built in safe environments – and
that the environment itself is preserved
for the marine life it accommodates.
(Photo: Courtesy of Esso/Exxon Ltd).

Thinking big has always been a prerequisite in the offshore
oil and gas extraction industry which is currently being
driven by China’s insatiable demand for energy. But as the
industry faces the challenge of moving its giant platforms
into water depths of up to three kilometres – something that
would have been unthinkable 20 years ago – one of the spinoffs from the current boom has been a boost in corporate
and government funding for research. The latter is vital in
providing the solid scientific base for the future exploration
and development that will help to maintain the buoyancy of
this multi-billion dollar industry.
UWA’s new School of Environmental Systems
Engineering is one of several research hubs on campus that
have forged close links with the industry. The School of
Oil and Gas Engineering focuses on research and training
in the key areas of petrol recovery, production and process,
offshore engineering and naval architecture; the Centre for
Offshore Foundations Systems concentrates its considerable
expertise on the design of offshore systems in relation
to the nature of seabed sediments; and the relatively new
School of Environmental Systems Engineering (SESE)
has a wide brief covering water-related research, including
looking at the ocean environment in which the oil platforms
of the future will be located – and analysing risks and
advocating design strategies that could minimise them.
Researchers at the School provide resource companies with

process understanding and descriptions of the physical
oceanographic environment that will enable companies to
erect platforms in waters that are deeper and more distant
than any currently accommodating the platforms and their
labyrinthine pipelines.
Talk to the head of the School, Professor Greg Ivey, about
this latter challenge, and you appreciate just how vital UWA
research will be to the State’s oil and gas producers. What
is unusual about the North West Shelf is that it has some of
the largest tides in the world – they can rise and fall up to 10
metres in the Kimberley. These tidal flows gather force far
offshore before approaching the shallower continental shelf
encompassing waters from some 400 metres deep through
to the island continent’s western edge. In negotiating the
complex topography and warmer waters of the Shelf, strong
internal waves and currents are generated.
“The Shelf has some of the biggest internal waves in the
world – and they can be 80 meters high in water that is 120
metres deep,” explains Professor Ivey. “These internal waves
are not only large, but they create very strong bottom currents.
This is obviously of concern to oil and gas companies on
the Shelf, which is home to one of the largest oil and gas
production areas in the world. So it’s important that we can
quantify and predict the causes of these flows and the internal
wave climate, and that we understand how climate change and
extreme weather events will impact on them.
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“The oil companies want us to predict the strength of School he heads focuses on engineering issues in the
waves and the currents induced by forcing events so they can natural environment, and ranges from the coastal marine
reliably explore in these regions. They are looking to us to environment through to surface and ground water hydrology
predict the location of hot spots.”
in fresh water systems.
Professor Ivey and his fellow researchers won substantial
The School of Environmental Systems Engineering
funding from Woodside Energy Pty Ltd and an Australian comprises eight research groups that often work together or
Research Council Discovery Grant to advance understanding in collaboration with industry. Their expertise ranges from
of the internal wave climate on the Shelf. The UWA ecohydrology to oceanography and contaminant dynamics.
researchers will be collaborating with a group at Stanford The teams of professional engineers and scientists deliver
University led by Professor Oliver Fringer and researchers environmental solutions to local, national and international
at the Scripps Institute of Oceanography working with Dr clients including water authorities, environmental agencies,
Kraig Winters.
mining and resource
“The idea is
companies.
to use knowledge
“There is cur
from direct measure
rently a huge demand
ments and from
in the professional
the
laboratory
sector for engineers
to develop high
with
disciplinary
resolution numerical
experience in en
ocean circulations
vironmental, marine
models that we can
and water resources
run over the Shelf
areas,” says Professor
area so that we can
Ivey. “The school
identify the ‘hot
has a very heavy respots’ and currents
search program (both
well before industrial
fundamental
and
development takes
applied) in addition
place. In this way
to
undergraduate
we minimise risks
training. We have
to the platforms and
about 20 research
pipelines that will be
and teaching staff, 30
built and reduce the
postgraduate students
risk of environmental “These lakes are an amazing
and about 100 under
damage due to blue, but they are essentially
graduates.”
structural failure,” dead so we need to neutralise
Among the re
says Professor Ivey.
searchers
arriving
the water so that it can be used for irrigation or industry,
“Woodside alone
in 2006 are two
or by birds, wildlife and tourists. Acidic lakes are a National Science
has some 2,000
kilometres of pipeline worldwide industry problem…” – Professor Greg Ivey. Foundation Research
on the North West Above: Chicken Creek Lake in Collie and warning sign by Stockton Lake. Fellows from the
Shelf and they are
United States. One
subjected to a lot of pressure and scouring from the currents. will be working on nutrient uptake dynamics and the
The company is also looking to us for design criteria for second will be involved in the Ningaloo Reef research
current and future developments. In doing this work we’ll be program that is a part of the recently announced WA
making good use of the University’s new supercomputer.
Marine Science Institute, a collaboration involving UWA,
“Woodside has been very generous so I have been able CSIRO, State Government Departments and other State
to assemble an excellent research team as well as bringing in universities.
external collaborators.”
The Ningaloo research will provide the State
Professor Ivey says that in future there is a possibility Government with the scientific knowledge that will enable
of collaborative research with internationally renowned it to effectively manage this iconic reef in the context
researcher and Federation Fellow, Professor Mark Randolph, of competing mining, fishing, tourism and environment
and Professor Mark Cassidy, current Director of UWA’s interests. Announced last year, the Institute was established
Centre for Offshore Foundations Systems which focuses on with support from the State Government, industry and
the engineering of foundation systems for structures that universities with the aim of making WA a centre for marine
dwarf onshore buildings.
science research.
Professor Ivey, a graduate of UWA and the University
Professor Ivey points out that the School’s research
of California at Berkeley, worked for Environment Canada brief is wide and encompasses land-based projects, such
and the Australian National University’s Research School as finding uses for the acidic lakes that are a legacy of the
of Earth Sciences before joining UWA in 1988. The new closure of open-cut mines. At present Professor Ivey and
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UWA graduate and Senior Lecturer Dr Carolyn Oldham,
whose area of research is contaminant dynamics, are
heading a team that is focussing on research related to the
management and rehabilitation of these lakes.
“When a mine closes, water that was initially pumped
out returns to fill the open cut, but it is often highly
acidic and can contain heavy metals, so it can be a serious
environmental problem,” explains Professor Ivey. “These
lakes are an amazing blue, but they are essentially dead,
so we need to neutralise the water so that it can be used
for irrigation or industry, or by birds, wildlife and tourists.
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“There is currently a huge demand in
the professional sector for engineers with
disciplinary experience in environmental,
marine and water resources areas,” says
Professor Greg Ive (pictured right) with
members of his research team. Back: Paul
van Gasel, PhD student, Mike Meuleners,
Research Associate. Front row: Geoff Wake,
Research Associate, Kenny Lim, PhD student.
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Acidic lakes are a worldwide industry problem and in this
research we are collaborating with German researchers with
considerable expertise in mine lake rehabilitation.
“In the Collie area there are about 15 of these lakes – and
Australia wide there would be hundreds. In future, the mining
industry will be closing mines that can create massive lakes
– Mount Whaleback in the Pilbara for instance will be 5.5
kilometres long, 1.5 kilometres wide and 500 metres deep.
So we need to address this problem long before a mining
operation ceases.”
The research is being funded by the State Government
through a Centre of Excellence program and by local industry
partners and the Australian Research Council.
The School of Environmental Systems Engineering offers
undergraduate degrees in Environmental Engineering, Applied
Ocean Science and Water Resources. It currently has 30
postgraduate students. If you would like to know more about
the School, access the website: www.sese.uwa.edu.au
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UWA
centre
focusses
on
Muslim
issues
UWA political scientist Associate Professor
Samina Yasmeen believes that the discipline
of international politics has ignored the
role of religion for far too long. She urges
universities to broaden understanding of
Muslim societies and sensitivities and has
established a UWA ‘think tank’ to do just that.
Within weeks of the 7.6 magnitude earthquake that claimed
the lives of some 74,000 people in northern Pakistan and
confined millions to flimsy tents through winter, UWA
political scientist Samina Yasmeen was in the capital,
Islamabad, to where thousands had fled. In one refugee camp
alone there were 10,000 people, half of them children.
Apart from getting involved in relief work, Dr Yasmeen
was doing research that she would later share with national
and international scholars attending a UWA conference
organised by the Centre for Muslim States and Societies.
Dr Yasmeen was particularly interested in observing how
Islamic groups – some militant, some political, some purely
humanitarian – got involved with relief work in the aftermath
of the disaster. The Islamabad government had divided the
quake area into zones assigned to international and national
relief groups. With many groups – such as Islamic Aid and
Turkey’s Red Crescent – working in the camps, the UWA
researcher was able to gauge how refugee needs were being
met, and whether the aid they received came with a political
message.
“Some were certainly using the opportunity to introduce
their version of Islam and particular groups certainly received
favourable treatment,” says Dr Yasmeen. “However, overall
there was a positive response with the groups working to
relieve the situation of refugees.”
It has since been reported that a milder than expected
winter and the international aid effort averted an outbreak of
epidemics and a second wave of deaths.

Dr Samina Yasmeen. (Photo: The Sunday Times).

Dr Yasmeen presented her findings to the UWA
conference that brought together specialists in a range of
areas – including the politics of the Middle East, the religious
profile of Muslim youth living in liberal democracies,
Islamism in Indonesia and the role of women in Islamic
societies. The conference specifically looked at the role and
profile of Muslim groups.
The one-day conference was fully booked and brought
to the University several international scholars, including
Professor James Piscatori of Oxford University’s Centre for
Islamic Studies (who had donated some excellent books to the
centre) and Dr Frederic Grare of the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace in Washington DC.
Dr Yasmeen first raised the idea of a ‘think-tank’ focussing
on Muslim issues with Australian Foreign Minister Alexander
Downer several years ago. She found him as receptive to the
idea as UWA Vice-Chancellor, Professor Alan Robson. The
multidisciplinary centre held its first public symposium on
‘Human Rights and Islam’ in August last year.
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Foreign Minister Downer later addressed a luncheon on appeal to those looking for ‘objective’ views? I also have a
the all-important issue of interfaith dialogue in Australia. In serious problem with focussing too much on imams because
his address, he commended UWA for establishing the centre it crystallises an approach that denies women a right to voice
and said that it could make a valuable contribution.
opinions on issues by indirectly accepting that all imams
“People-to-people links are critical,” he said, “and the are men – or are we going to train female Muslim leaders
academic community has a great role to play. Government as well?”
can only facilitate dialogue, we can’t direct it. Civil society
Dr Yasmeen believes the discipline of international
needs to take it forward.”
politics has traditionally ignored the role played by religion,
Dr Yasmeen agrees that universities can play a vital and that while the 1979 Islamic revolution in Iran challenged
role in broadening and deepening understanding of Muslim that approach, it was only after the Cold War and the 1991
societies in our region and of Muslims in Australia. The UWA Gulf War that the role of religion, especially Islam, was
conference that followed her visit to Pakistan particularly acknowledged. She says that while Samuel Huntington’s
highlighted the diversity of Muslim groups operating ‘clash of civilizations’ identified global fault lines, the
internationally and within Australia – the latter including linkage between Islam and foreign policy continued to be
bodies such as the Australian Federation of Islamic Councils ignored until September 11 forced a reappraisal.
and Daral Shifah, which focusses
In Islam and the West, reflections
on providing support to Muslim
from Australia, which she edited
families in distress.
along with Shahram Akbarzadeh of
“Instead of relying upon a select
Dr Yasmeen herself belongs to
Monash University, the Pakistanfew to represent Muslims in
a group of Muslim women, Darul
born political scientist focusses on
Australia, it would be better to
Nisa, that offers training to encourage
the role of militant groups within
institute state-based representative
women to be more assertive and
Pakistan, analysing the world
groups that can provide a better
proactive as citizens and to operate
views of groups such as Lashkaras a vital link between their country
e-Toiba and Jaish Muhammad. The
understanding of the multiplicity of
of origin and Australia.
book, which brings together papers
views in the country. These groups
The events of September
delivered at a joint UWA-Monash
need to be more inclusive and
11, 2001, undoubtedly changed
conference on ‘Islam and the West’
reflect the demographic nature of
the world – and the lives of
in August 2003, was published by
the communities living in different
academics such as Dr Yasmeen
the University of New South Wales
states. They also need to have more
and Professor Amin Saikal of the
Press.
Australian National University.
Dr Yasmeen is not the only
representation from professionals,
Several Australian universities now
Australian academic to urge
women and youth if they are to
have centres that aim to broaden
universities to offer more courses
provide a better understanding of
knowledge of Islam and academics
that focus on Muslim issues,
the dynamics and views among
specialising in such areas are in
and UWA (with the support of
Muslims.” – Dr Samina Yasmeen
constant demand.
Vice-Chancellor Alan Robson)
on Prime Minister John Howard’s
Dr Yasmeen feels she must
is currently exploring with ANU
respond to accelerated requests for
the possibilities of a postgraduate
August 2005 meeting with Muslim
her participation in conferences
course that focuses on Islam,
representatives. (Excerpt from The
around the nation and requests from
culture and politics.
Sydney Papers Winter/Spring 2005)
the media. And she is pleased that in
The UWA Centre for Muslim
being featured on programs such as
States and Societies is in its infancy
Philip Adams’ Lateline on the ABC’s Radio National, and Sandy but many academics pursuing relevant research are affiliated
McCutcheon’s Australia Talks Back, she is offering a viewpoint to it, including Lyn Parker (Indonesian women and society);
that is broadly representative of moderate Muslim Australia. David Bouchier (Politics), Greg Acciaioli (Islam in Southeast
She laments the initial media focus on the pronouncements of Asia), Stephen Dobbs (Islamic militancy) and Esta Unger
imams as representative of community views.
(Islam in the Indian Ocean region).
“Whereas the initial focus was on radical imams, the
While the Centre’s first 2006 conference was being held,
tone of debate is becoming more moderate as academics the world press was full of reactions to the infamous Danish
and specialists are approached,” she says. “However, there cartoons – a scenario that underscores the need for a greater
are still those radio and television stations that will chase understanding.
the more sensational angle from the bearded men known to
“When we live in communities where there are different
make outrageous statements.”
ideas of what is sacred, we have a responsibility not to
Dr Yasmeen reacts with caution to the call from some violate those sacred spaces – which can be devastating
Muslim leaders for the introduction of university courses for to those involved,” says Dr Yasmeen. “That doesn’t go
would-be imams.
against freedom of speech. It simply means we need to be
“I think such attempts are based on assumptions that sensitive. That is where centres such as ours can contribute,
are not always valid,” she says. “Would such imams not be because the aim is to make people more aware of religious
seen as the government-sponsored religious clergy and lose sensitivities without condoning in any way the reaction of
25
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those who become enraged and burn and kill. In the heat of
debate we sometimes forget that freedom of speech is not
our highest form of human right – other rights also exist
alongside this right.”
The next symposium to be held by the Centre for
Muslim States and Societies will focus on Islam and Liberal
Democracies and is scheduled for August. For information
access the website: www.cmss.uwa.edu.au
Dr Yasmeen is particularly heartened by the contribution
to the Centre of young researchers, such as Kate Riddell,
who is exploring the role of Islam in determining the debates
on population issues in Iran and Pakistan, and Bosnian-born
Adis Duderiya who is focussing on Progressive and Neo-

Salafist Islamic Movements.
“We have a younger generation of specialists on Muslim
issues emerging and they will make a difference and build
linkages between Muslim and non-Muslim communities.
Building a truly civil society is all about how communities
integrate locally and internationally.”
Dr Yasmeen teaches courses on Islam and strategic
studies at UWA and is Co-Chair of the Discipline of
International Studies. She is a specialist in political and
strategic development in South Asia, the role of Islam in
world politics and citizenship among immigrant women.
Her current research focuses on the role of Islamic militant
groups in Pakistan’s foreign policy.

UWA students extend Muslim studies
Political Science student
Kate Riddell spent time in
both Iran and Pakistan when
researching a PhD examining
how Islamic leaders, imams
and academics have shaped
political debate on population
growth in two very different
Muslim countries.
“In both Iran and Pakistan
the government has a stated
position on the impact of
population growth,” says
Kate. “Both governments
condemn it as undermining
the stability of their country,
keeping it poor and working
against development and
progress. I wanted to find
out whether Islamic leaders
Political Science student
and academics reinforce this
Kate Riddell in Iran
official stance or oppose it.”
The UWA student received considerable support from
her host countries, being provided with interpreters and
help in setting up interviews that provided a cross-section of
opinion, from city-dwellers to the rural poor. She stayed at
the British Institute of Persian Studies in Iran and with the
parents of UWA’s Samina Yasmeen in Islamabad.
“The Iranians are very proud of their family planning
program.” says Kate. “After the revolution the first program
was swept away, but just before his death Ayatollah Khomeini
gave it his blessing, believing it was the only way the country
could fulfil its socio-economic development plans. Other
reforms have strengthened this success, particularly those
enabling female empowerment. Literacy stands at around
99 per cent, with females outnumbering males at tertiary
institutions.”
This contrasts with the situation in Pakistan where
government attempts to introduce an effective family
planning program over the past half century have met with
opposition from religious leaders, and traditionalists.

“In Iran the fact that a directive on limiting families
came from the top made a big difference, along with
financial incentives like free education and government
assistance for the first three children. Whereas in the past
the average family had six children, now the figure is around
two. However, in Pakistan the status of women remains
low, even for some educated women. Mullahs and other
community leaders preach against reforms that could dilute
their power locally.”
Another student extending UWA’s Muslim studies
(supervised by Associate Professor Samina Yasmeen and
Dr Stephen Dobbs) is Adis Duderija who is completing
postgraduate studies that examine interpretations of the
Qur’an and Sunah, while also exploring the religious identity
of Muslim youth living in Western liberal democracies.
Bosnian-born Adis, who fled the Balkans conflict in 1995,
is also interested in social justice issues and inter-faith
dialogue. He serves on the working committee of an interfaith group, Abrahamic Alliances, recently established in
Perth, and volunteers for Oxfam’s Campaign and Education
Network.
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Holding
cancer in
check
Professor Peter Klinken, Director of the
Western Australian Institute for Medical
Research (WAIMR) and Director of the
UWA Centre for Medical Research was guest
speaker at the UWA Graduates Association’s
First Ordinary Meeting in March. He opened
his talk, Is There a Cure for Cancer?
admitting that the answer was “No,” then
went on to outline future possibilities of
holding the disease in check. The following
is a verbatim extract, edited by Rita Clarke.
One in three Australians will develop cancer, one in
four will die of the disease. This means virtually all
of us will be touched by cancer, so it is important to
keep doing research to find ways of understanding,
“I love the beauty and symmetry of DNA. When
diagnosing, treating and reducing the prevalence of
a cell divides, it has to unwrap itself. It peels itself
the disease. I believe that we can do all those things
into two and enzymes come along to make an
and while we may not cure it we can ameliorate its
exact copy so that the next cell has got exactly the
effects on us.
right amount of DNA molecule. But, they make
Cancer is a disease that is genetic. I don’t mean it
one mistake in a billion.”
is transferred from generation to generation. I mean
it is a disease that affects our genes. That’s a big
difference. There are some unfortunate families that
have a predisposition to some cancers which is passed on
So three mistakes out of a billion – not bad. Put that
from generation to generation through a defect in a gene
into context. There are 300 million cell divisions in our
called P53. Most of us however, will get cancer because we
bodies every day. If you have three mistakes in every cell,
have in situ mutations of the genes in our DNA. DNA is the
that means we are making a billion mistakes in our bodies
blueprint of life but it makes mistakes and in making those
every day. Multiply that by 365 days in an average lifespan
mistakes, we end up getting cancers.
of 80 years and we’ve got 30 trillion mistakes our bodies
I love the beauty and symmetry of DNA. When a cell
make over a lifetime. It’s not surprising then that something
divides, it has to unwrap itself. It peels itself into two and
goes wrong with us. And we call it cancer. That’s just the
enzymes come along to make an exact copy so that the next
reality of our machinery – that’s a human being – we can’t
cell has got exactly the right amount of DNA molecule. But,
avoid it.
they make one mistake in a billion. In DNA there are three
The good news is that cancer is a multi-step process.
thousand million bits that have to be stuck together every
It’s a combination of events. It’s thought that up to eight
time a cell divides. So there are three billion bits of DNA that
mutations must take place before you end up with cancers.
need to be glued together correctly. So on average whenever
That’s the good news. The bad news is that after the first
a cell divides and the DNA is replicated we have between
mistake, you accelerate the rate of making second and third
three and five mutations. That’s not bad – the efficiency rate
mistakes and so on.
is 99.999999999 per cent – there is nothing I know of that
Our immune system is remarkable. It patrols around the
humans have created which has that degree of efficiency.
body and mops up the 30 trillion cells that might have gone
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wrong during our lifetime. It gets rid of a vast majority but mutations in the DNA, and it has had a monumental effect.
sometimes it gets tired, worn down, less efficient. That’s the It’s very expensive though because this is a rare disease.
challenge for our bodies. The longer we live the increased
Herceptin is one of a new category of drugs called
chance we have of getting cancers. Plus there are the silly Monoclonal antibodies. They target cells that have something
things we do to ourselves – smoking (which increases the abnormal on the surface. There’s been a mutation and a
mutation rate of the DNA and increases the risks of cancers), protein on the surface is waving a flag saying “I’m not right.”
excessive sunlight, which cause melanomas, and so on.
In a percentage of breast cancers there is a molecule that
How do we deal with cancer at the moment? There is flags on the surface. Herceptin comes along, docks onto that
surgery to remove it, chemotherapy and radiotherapy. The and kills the cells. The success rate for those patients who
latter two are more broad-based in approach. Chemotherapy have this particular mutation has doubled.
is a fancy word for poison. It really is. We take poison in
Another drug close to my heart is called Iressa and
the hope that it will kill the cancer cells faster than the works on a certain set of lung cancers. Then there are
normal cells. But a lot of good cells are being wiped out HDAC inhibitors. This is a new category of drugs that have
as well. Radiotherapy is more sophisticated
helped John Quigley MLA. He’s now in
and targeted but there are times when you
remission, after joining a clinical trial being
need whole body radiation and that is pretty
done in Melbourne, from cutaneous T-cell
“ I think we have
drastic.
lymphoma, a rare disease that the Internet
the opportunity to
So what’s the state of play? I hope
will tell you has no known cure.
I have set the scene. Cancer is a genetic
In the last few months Professor Ian
create a goldmine in
disease. Our approach has been with a
Frazer from the University of Queensland
medical research
blunderbuss – go in there and wipe the
has come up with a vaccine with 100 percent
whole thing out. The next therapies are
success rate for cervical cancers.
in this State.”
going to be far more sophisticated, far
The bottom line is we need to do
more specifically aimed towards different
more research so we can understand the
types of cancers, and far more targeted
fundamental things that go wrong. When
towards each individual. We are getting to a stage you have an understanding you can come up with solutions
where we can understand the genetic make-up and – precise forms of solutions.
predisposition of individuals. We will be able to use much
I often get asked why bother doing research in WA. I
better therapies targeted at each one of us.
have the perfect answer for that. Barry Marshall and Robin
There are some good news stories of major advances Warren. 20-30 years ago people would have asked them why
in cancer research. None are miracle cures – research do stomach ulcer research in WA and they’ve proven why. We
behind the cures has usually been going on for more than have some terrific cancer researchers here. We’re integrated
a decade. The first drug is a molecule called G-CSF. It into the world research community. On Sunday I got an
was discovered in Melbourne by Don Metcalf who should email from a colleague at St. Judes Children’s Hospital in
have won the Noble Prize and I hope he’s still being Memphis USA which is a huge research organisation. We’ve
considered for it. His drug made a monumental change both cloned an identical gene involved in leukemia and he
in the treatment of cancers worldwide because it boosts emails me and says “Peter, we need all the help we can get.”
your immune system. After chemotherapy, patients have Isn’t that great. Here we are in the most isolated city in the
very low blood cells and are highly subject to lots of world and someone in the heartland of research says we need
diseases, but the immune system that is needed to fight all the help we can get.”
infections has been wiped out by the treatment. This drug
Professor Klinken concluded his talk by thanking the
boosts your immune system and brings back the cells National Health and Medical Research Council for a
that will fight infections. It’s good because you can use $3million dollar grant for a new testing facility, and UWA
higher doses of chemotherapy to really hit the cancers Vice-Chancellor Professor Alan Robson, for donating $25
on the head, knowing full well that the immune system million dollars towards the new facility.
is going to bounce back quickly and fight those nasty
WAIMR now has 170 people working in their laboratories
noxious germs that are out there. You’d be surprised at the and last year had an income of 20 million dollars. Professor
germs that we’ve got in our bodies all the time. Take out Klinken concluded his talk by saying: “What we are trying
our immune system and we’re hopeless. This drug made to do is improve the health and wealth of this state. We
a huge change.
would like to identify the causes of disease, translate that
A great breakthrough for chronic myeloid leukemia is into new cures and better treatment for the people of WA.
a drug called Glivec.
Our core business is trying to develop new knowledge which
I was in an audience of 15,000 people when Brian we might be able to commercialize and use to bring back
Drucker got up and said he had been treating 33 patients some income into this State.
in the acute stage of the disease (with three months to
“We are grateful the new Premier and the new Minister for
live). The success rate, he said, was 100 percent. It was Science and Innovation are talking about a new generation of
just stunning – there was a collective gasp from the industries for WA beyond primary industries, because I think
whole audience – I remember the hairs on the back of my we have the opportunity to create a goldmine in medical
hand standing up. It is a drug targeted specifically at the research in this State.”
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AIESEC

The International platform for young people
to discover and develop their potential
The
United-Nations
sponsored
AIESEC, is the world’s largest studentrun organization. In partnership with
business and higher education AIESEC
has for more than 60 years been
active in helping students develop into
globally-minded leaders. It was created
to improve understanding between
nations by encouraging young graduates
to live and work in another country.
Its network consists of over 18,000
members in 800 universities, with over
one million alumni worldwide. It is
active in 89 countries and territories,
and has a network of over 2,500 students
and recent graduates in 17 universities
across Australia.
AIESEC members are trained to
develop skills that give: leadership
experience; a connection to the world;
effectiveness; and global perspective.
Notable AIESEC alumni are
Junichiro Koizumi, Prime Minister,
Japan; Gerhard Schroeder, former
Chancellor, Germany; Jack Wadsworth,
Board Member, Morgan Stanley, USA;
Han Maerki, Chairman, IBM Europe/
Middle East/Africa; Martti Ahtisaari,
former President, Finland. Of his
experiences, Uwe Doerken (Chairman
and CEO, DHL) has written, “AIESEC
has possibly been the most decisive
influence on my student life. Through
AIESEC I have learned to function in
a multi-national environment, getting

things done in a pragmatic way, driven
forward by the forces of enthusiasm
and commitment… I am convinced
that AIESEC is our most direct link to
tomorrow’s business leaders.”
As CEO of Pricewaterhouse
Coopers, Samuel DiPiazza Jr. wrote:
“For more than thirty years, PwC has
been a proud supporter of AIESEC.
At present PwC’s partnership with
AIESEC involves over 50 territories
and is constantly proving successful.
Leading in our business means being
able to foster positive change by
managing complex situations on a
global scale. In order to achieve this,
we need to be able to reach a high level
of understanding of the complexity of
the external environment and succeed
in operating out of the normal comfort
zone. For this we need young people
and AIESEC unites a global network
of talented and innovative, young
people who strive to make a positive
contribution to the world celebrating
cultural diversity, leadership and
teamwork.”
At the end of last year the UWA
Graduates Association Council agreed
to assist the UWA local committee of
AIESEC, which is presided over by
the indefatigable UWA engineering
student Jun Jet Liew. The aim is to
help maintain a UWA presence in the
AIESEC community, alert alumni who

Jun Jet Liew, President of UWA local
committee, AIESEC.

might be interested in the scheme and
to draw attention to the benefits of
internships to prospective employers of
trainees. AIESEC sees the advantages
of internship as the ability to develop
leaders in companies and industry; to
attract and retain top talent through
great employer branding; and to furnish
access to opinions of diverse talents
across the countries.
Jun Jet says there is much interest
from international graduates to work
in Australia in management, education,
engineering and technical fields such
as IT. Similarly, interested trained
AIESEC UWA graduates can be placed
in situations throughout the world. For
more information please contact Jun
Jet at Aiesec.uwa@aiesec.net. AIESEC
would be pleased if former UWA
interns would also contact Jun Jet.

50th Anniversary Luncheon
Coming soon – Convocation’s famous Annual 50th Reunion Luncheon, to be held this year in Winthrop Hall on Sunday 26
November 2006. Graduates who have already celebrated their 50th Anniversary with us (or who couldn’t get to earlier functions)
are also welcome to attend. A formal invitation will be sent to all. Any volunteers who would like to help organise the event are
invited to join a small sub-committee. We’ve lost contact with a few graduates and list those below (maiden names in brackets). If
you have an idea of their whereabouts could you please let us know. Graduates Coordinator Juanita Perez Scott (+61 8 6488 1336)
is the person to contact if you have information and/or if you’d like to help organize this year’s event.
Searching for…
James Bambrough, Attila Boker, Teresa Coelho, Christopher Cuthbert, Cynthia Dean, Maurice Devine, Jennifer Edwards (Cumper), Edward
Gibson, Joseph Goldberg, Endre Gyuranyi, Walter Hall, Herbert Hay, Ronnie Henderson (Jennings), Laurence Howell, Maurice Jones, Halcombe
Kendall, Charles Kenworthy, Milton Krause, Marjorie Ladomirska, Bock Lim, Reginald Long, Joan MacGoun, Kazimierz Malinowski, Neal
McBrien, Mary McMullen, Kenneth McNaughton, Dorothy Millington, David Milne, Kenneth Milne, Marie Moore (Neck), Gudrun Mueller,
Fay Nevile, Elizabeth Parker (Gibbs), Presertpong Punyanita, Victor Rance, Raymond Rees, Anne Rogers (Reid), Judith Sadler, Dorothy Sharp
(Byrne), Colin Simpson, Lionel Smith, John Spotts, Catherine Voumard, Patrick Waugh, Malcolm Winfield (Smith), Donald Woodrow, Roy
Yensen, Margaret Young.
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2006 UWA Graduate Association Sports Bursary Winners
Tae kwan do expert Jessica Jordon and water polo player Jamie
Beadsworth have won UWAGA 2006 Sports Bursaries, which cap
some pretty good times for both of them of late.
Jessica, studying Exercise and Health Science, is currently ranked
number one WA and Australian Under 55kg Open Female black belt
athlete. She claimed gold medals at both the National and World
Championship Selection Trials and represented Australia at the 2005
World Championships in Spain. On the back of these results she was
selected as part of the Sports Excellence Beyond Beijing Athlete
Program, which added lustre to being a gold medallist at the Australian
University Games in 2004, where she was rewarded with Green and
Gold selection.
Jamie, studying law and commerce, broke into the Australian
Men’s Senior Water Polo team in 2005 for the first time, having
captained the WA Under 20 team to a gold medal in the 2005 National
Championships. During that time he was named the most valuable
player for the tournament before captaining the National Junior
team to seventh place at the World Championships in Argentina. As
a member of the Australian Senior Team, Jamie played in the World
Championships where the team finished tenth in a fierce competition.
He was also an instrumental member of the Gold medal winning UWA
team at the inaugural Indian Rim Asian University Games held in Perth
last November.
2006 has commenced well for Jamie who was an integral part of the
Australian team that claimed the Commonwealth title in January. Let’s
hope it continues in the same vein for him and for Jessica for whom
this year marks the beginning of the Olympic selection process for
Taekwondo. Congratulations and best of luck to both of them.

1

2

3

(1) Jamie Beadsworth in action. (2) Jamie receiving his Bursary from Convocation’s
Russell Candy (Sports Association President). (3) Jessica Jordan with Russell Candy.

THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
invites all graduates and other members of Convocation
to attend the

second ORDINARY MEETING
of
Convocation, the UWA Graduates Association
which will be held on Friday 15 September 2006
at 6.30pm for 7.00pm start in the Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery

The Guest Speaker, Professor George Stewart, Dean
Faculty of Life and Physical Sciences
will deliver the Occasional Address:
“Beggars’ Chicken, Long Jin Tea and Mao-tai
– the ups and downs of working for UWA in China”.
If you will be attending we advise you to ensure that you are warmly dressed, as it can be quite cool in the Gallery due
to the need to maintain a constant temperature for the collection. Also, should you require assistance with accessing the
Gallery, please call the Convocation Officer, Ms Juanita Perez Scott on +61 8 6488 1336.
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GRAD BRIEFS
• Clive Hodgson (BSc 1971)
has worked in a wide range of
Information Technology roles for
both the private and public sectors.
He has been with Working Systems
Solutions Ltd for over 10 years. He
is the WA State Manager and heads
the Client Services division. He is
a keen surfer and four years ago
moved with his family to Margaret
River. He works in Perth part-time
and telecommutes via broadband
to the Perth, Melbourne and
Kuala Lumpur offices of Working
Solutions. Clive has four children,
two at university, one at high school
and one in primary school.
• Kevin Findlay (MusB 1973) writes
that he spent 10 years in banking
as an accountant, six years in the
Australian Army as a musician,
nine years as a music teacher
(secondary and tertiary), and finally
12 years as a College Principal in
Adult Education. He has travelled
extensively and has been involved
in community music, with bands,
choirs and orchestras, both as
performer and conductor. Kevin
retired 10 years ago and remarried
in 2003. He now lives in Burnie,
Tasmania.
Barrett-Lennard
• Richard
(BA(Hons) 1974) is Rector of
Northam and Archdeacon for the
Anglican Diocese of Perth’s Eastern
and Rural region. He is also Adjunct
Lecturer in Theology at Murdoch
University.
• Timothy Lambert (BSc 1976; MB
BS 1983) writes that he is working
for the University of Melbourne’s
Office of Psychiatric Evaluation and
Educational New Media which has
moved to the Orygen Youth Health
and Orygen Research Centre, in
order to maximise collaboration of
community mental health work with
young people.
• Geoffrey Bone (BSc 1977) went
on to complete his LLB and LLM
in Sydney and worked as resources
project finance lawyer and corporate
adviser in Sydney, London and the
Middle East. He returned to Perth in
December 2005. Former classmates
can contact him at gwbone@
hotmail.com.
• Susannah Thomas (BA(Hons)
1977; DipEd 1977) has been
teaching English and English
literature at Kalamunda Senior High
School since 1993. She writes that
she is still competing with her two
horses in dressage, cross-country
and show-jumping.
• Peter Bothe (BPsych 1979; DipEd
1982; BA 1985) writes that he is
enjoying a ‘sea change’ as Principal
of St Luke’s College, in Karratha.
He previously was Principal of
the Catholic Agricultural College,
Bindoon, and Trinity College in East
Perth.

1940s

• Lesley Greagg (née Wall) (BA 1947) has written a book that tells the story
of UWA’s Class of ’47. Lesley writes that her forthcoming book The free
University’s Class of 1947 is a survey of the year’s graduates, containing
reminiscences of schooling during the Depression, student days at wartime
Crawley, complete with a US Catalina Base on campus at Shenton House.
“Uniquely in the British Commonwealth at this time, UWA was a university
that had no fees and was so open in access that you did not need a very
high score to get in and there were Hackett Bursaries to help with living
costs,” writes Lesley. “You could even study by correspondence if you lived
away from Perth. Such open access led to very able students who had very
distinguished careers.” The photo is of Lesley (standing) showing her book
to fellow graduates (l-r) Pat Leevers (Caporn), Verona Lea (Baron-Hay), Peg
Smith (Finlayson), Shirley Cohen (Carter) and Pat Nottle (Rogers). The book
will be available later this year.

1950s

• Owen Loneragan (BSc 1954;
MSc 1963) has been appointed
an Honorary Director General
(Oceania region) of the International
Biographical Centre (IBC). He
previously worked for 33 years as
a forester in the regeneration and
treatment of growth and ecology
of jarrah, karri and sandalwood in
forests, parks and reserves. Owen
has also been a member of Esperanto
and the United Nations Association
of Australia for 33 years.

1960s
• Terry McCall (BE 1952)
previously worked for Telecom
Australia in several States. He
enrolled with the Commonwealth
Reconstruction Training Scheme
(CRTS) in 1947 after service
as a transport aircraft pilot in
the RAAF. Terry had extensive
overseas experience in Indonesia
and Vietnam with the Colombo
Plan and in Singapore and Sri
Lanka with the International
Telecom Union (ITU). He
was seconded to the Brunei
Telecommunication Department
for three years and was also
adviser to the Tuvalu/Ellice
Islands Government Telecom
Department. He is a volunteer
at UWA’s Visitors Information
Centre; Rottnest Voluntary
Guides; RAAFA Aviation
Heritage Museum; and the
Maritime Museum at Fremantle.
• Joseph Gani (PhD 1957) is Visiting
Fellow at the Australian National
University’s Mathematical Science
Institute. He is doing editorial
and research work in applied
probability.

• Lois Tilbrook (BA 1965; MA 1974;
DipEd 1976; PhD 1989) runs her
own practice as a psychotherapist
and hypnotherapist. She is also an
occasional newspaper columnist,
writer and artist. Lois lives in
Cambridge, UK.
• Peter Michelides (LLB 1967)
writes that he is one of the two
sitting magistrates at the Fremantle
Magistrates Court.

1970s
• Ray House (BEd 1970) retired as
Deputy Headmaster from Christ
Church Grammar School at the end
of 2002 and now lives in North
Fremantle. He was teaching at the
school for a total of 38 years, the last
13 as Deputy Headmaster. His two
daughters are also UWA graduates,
Elizabeth House (BCom 1988) and
Felicity House (LLB 1994).
• Gillian Schlafrig (MB BS 1970) has
been a GP for 30 years during which
time she has raised four children,
two of whom married last year. In
her work, she sees a large number of
elderly people in care facilities and
Gillian writes that she would like to
see more doctors involved in aged
care.

1980s
• Steve Kempin (BA 1980; DipEd
1981) is the Regional Human
Resources Manager WA for Amcor
Australasia. He previously worked
for the Education Department. Steve
lives in Mosman Park and is married
with two young daughters.
Kennedy
(née
• Catherine
Viner)(BSc 1984; DipEd 1985;
BEd 1989) is teaching part-time
at Belridge Education Support
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Centre. She completed a unit in
Learning Disabilities at UWA in
2004 to upgrade her qualifications.
Catherine has three sons and one
daughter.

• Emily Gunson (MusB(Hons)
1980; PhD 2000) is a flautist and
chamber music specialist and has
directed events in and around
Perth, including the 2nd Avon
Valley Spring Chamber Music
Festival. This year celebrates the
250th anniversary of Mozart’s
birth and there will be an 8concert series focusing on
Mozart’s flute works.
• Bill Evangel (BJuris 1985; LLB
1986; BA 1990) founded the
incorporated legal practice, ELS
Lawyers, in November 2004
after ceasing in partnership with
Evangel Taylor, which lasted over
10 years. He is currently Secretary
of International Business and
a Director of Hello Australia
Immigration Services. Bill has
recently enlisted with Indigenous
Community Volunteers to assist in
special projects.

• Phillip Biggs (BE(Hons) 1986)
lived for seven years in Adelaide
before moving to the United
Arab Emirates in 2005 to take
up the position of Manager
of GHD Pty Ltd, Dubai. He
writes that he is enjoying the
challenge of leading a growing
multi-discipline practice in the
booming UAE market.

1990s
• Ian Kneebone (MPsych 1990) has
been appointed Senior Visiting
Fellow in the Department of
Psychology, University of Surrey,
where he contributes to teaching
research and scholarship. He
continues to work as a consultant
clinical psychologist for Guildford
and Waverley, NHS Primary Care
Trust.
• Siobhan Martin-Wells (BA 1990)
moved to London to take up the
position of European Human

grad briefs
GRAD
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• Jamie Cant (DipEd 1992) is a
Youth Arts Specialist and Drama
Teacher and in 2004 received
an Australia Council grant to
develop a theatre production
called The Dacdalus Project,
which focussed on the complex
father/son relationship.
• Monawar Hosain (GradDipPHC
1992; MMedSc 1994) worked with
the World Health Organisation
on cancer epidemiology and also
as Assistant Professor at Gono
University, Bangladesh. He is
currently pursuing PhD studies
in Epidemiology at the School of
Public Health, University of Texas.
• Rajpal Bajwa (MBA 1993) lives
in New Delhi and runs his own
company, Pioneer Brick Pvt Ltd.
They manufacture machine made
bricks, cladding tiles, interlocking
pavers and roof tiles. Rajpal is
married with a son and daughter. He
writes of his very fond memories
of UWA and Perth and says he will
one day return. Former classmates
can contact him at rajpalbajwa@
hotmail.com.
• Andrew Homden (MEd 1994)
spent nearly four years in Turkey
and was Director of the Eulca
Schools. He is now Head of School
at the Bangkok Patana School and
his wife is continuing her career
in design. Former classmates can
contact Andrew at andy.homden@
gmail.com.
• Adrienne Markey (BSc(Hons)
1994) completed a PhD at Otago
University and has returned to
Perth and now works as a research
scientist for CALM.
• Craig Rydquist (BEnvDes 1994;
BArch 1997) is manager for
Hassell Architects and is based in
Darwin.

• Chia-Mei Jane Coughlan (DipEd
1995; MEd 1997) is working on
a book on the study of China in
UK and Australian universities;
she is also writing another book
on her research journeys. She is
pictured here in her graduation
PhD gown at the University of
Cambridge in October 2005.
Former classmates can contact her
at c.j.coughlan.01@cantab.net

• Robert Van Coppenhagen (BCom
1996; BE(Hons) 1996) travelled
throughout Western Europe for five
years after graduating and returned
to Melbourne, where he pursued
a PhD at RMIT University. He
recently submitted his thesis and
now works as a Research Engineer
for the Department of Defence in
Adelaide.
• Ann Contuzzi (BA 1997) writes that
after spending 12 years working in a
city library, she has now taken her
‘sea change’ and lives and works in
Busselton.
• Emily Lockhart (BPHE 1997;
DipEd 1998) teaches Health at
Lake Joondalup Baptist College and
is also studying for her Master’s
degree in Science. She is having
corrective surgery soon to her leg,
which she broke during a game of
netball. Emily is married with two
children and former classmates can
contact her at lockhe01@student.
uwa.edu.au.
• Michael Morrison (BSc 1997)
writes that he owns a horse called
Blue and enjoys horse riding.
• Jamie Harnwell (BSc 1998) has
just re-signed with Perth Glory for
a further two years. He is married
with an infant daughter.
• Anna Huband (née Koszelak)
(BE(Hons) 1998; BSc(Hons) 1998;
PhD 2003) married Simon Huband
(BE(Hons) 1998; BSc(Hons) 1998;
PhD 2003) in October 2005. Anna
is now working as a Transport
Engineer and writes that she is
hoping to increase her involvement
in environmental projects.
• Megan Packer (MPhil 1998)
moved to North America in 1999
and completed a Diploma of
Acupressure; she is now studying
for her PhD in Depth Psychology.
She lives on Lasquetic Island, in the
middle of the Georgia Strait, British
Columbia, Canada.
• Michael Watts (BSc 1998; BE(Hons)
1998) returned to Perth after a fiveyear posting to Pakistan and the UK.
He recently announced his engagement
to Rosanne Lumley. Michael now
works for BHP Billiton and former
classmates can contact him at michael.
watts@bhpbilliton.com.
• Tracey Bowyer (MBA 1999) is
Operations Manager of start-up
business Pharmeasy, a new national
medication management and home
delivery pharmacy business based
in NSW.
• Stephen Phillipson (BE(Hons)
1999) writes that he has relocated
to Perth from Adelaide for a change
of career after leaving Telstra and
starting with Rio Tinto.

• Richard Murdoch (BSc 1996) took
up a position at Bethesda Hospital
as a nursing assistant and completed
his post graduate diploma in Medical
Science at Curtin University,
while working as a Respiratory
Physiologist at the Mount Hospital.
He completed his Masters of
Occupational Therapy at Curtin
University in 2003. Richard worked
for CRS Australia in Cannington,
Armadale and Mt Gambier and now
is an Occupational Therapist on the
Remote Services Team, working in
remote communities in the Northern
Territory. Former classmates can
contact Richard at murdochs@iinet.
net.au

• Jennifer Bow (née Astbury)(BCom
2000) is Deputy Chief Executive
Officer of the Shire of Bruce Rock.
She recently completed a Graduate
Certificate of Regional and Local
Government Management through
the University of Canberra. Jennifer
was married in Dunsborough in
March 2005.
• Kevin Buontempo (BA 2001) writes
that he is planning to return to UWA
to continue studies and still teaches
music at home.
• Camilla Preeston (BA(Hons) 2001)
has just returned from nearly four
years in London where she worked

• Vyonne Geneve (MA 1994) is the
Founder and President of the Art
Deco Society of WA and editor of
Waltzing Moderne, the Society’s
newsletter. In 2003, Vyonne was
awarded the Stirling Award for her
15 year voluntary service with the
National Trust of Australia (WA);
in 2004, she was the WA finalist in
the Australian of the Year (Senior)
Award; and in 2005 was the
Heritage Ambassador for 2005/6
for the Heritage Council of WA.
To cap off a couple of busy years,
Vyonne was this year a featured
personality in the publication
‘Inspiring Not Retiring’.
• Tricia Bachmann (LLB 1996)
practiced law in Perth for five years
before starting up her own business
and moved to Sydney after the
Olympic Games. Tricia has returned
to Perth after working in the US for
a couple of years and now looks
forward to more adventures in
life, as well as in business. Former
classmates can contact her at
tybachmann@hotmail.com.
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in government medical publishing
and more recently as a Personal
Assistant at the Great Ormond
Street Hospital. She was also
with the Territorial Army (Army
Reserves) and was promoted to
Lance Corporal. Camilla now
lives in Melbourne and is studying
Nursing at La Trobe University.
Kirk Reynolds (BSc(Agric)(Hons)
2001) writes that after travelling
for one year he has now relocated
to the south-west of WA where he
is an area manager for CSBP. He
is married and former classmates
can contact him at kirk.reynolds@
csbp.com.au.
Shane Boladeras (BSc(NRM(Hons)
2002; DipModLang 2002; LLB
2003) is a Senior Community
Relations
and
Development
Consultant with URS Consulting.
He provides specialist social
performance expertise to the mining
and energy sectors, government and
environmental agencies. Shane
writes that one of the many positive
aspects of working at URS is travel
and his Chinese language skills
have proved to be very valuable.
Former classmates can contact him
at Shane_Boladeras@urscorp.com.
Shantha Karthigesu (BSc 2003)
is married and teaches Human
Anatomy and Physiology at
Humber College, in Toronto,
Canada.
John Templeman (LLB 2004; BEc
2004) writes that he has given
up the sunny shores of Perth and
is now working in litigation for
Allen & Overy, London. Former
classmates can contact him at
john@templeman.com.

• Carl Turner (BE(Hons) 2004)
writes that in the footsteps of
Alby Mangels and Russell
Coight, he steered his steel steed
around the ‘Great Southern land’
for 18 months. Highlights were:
capsizing his canoe in the ‘croc
infested’ Ord River, dancing like
a goanna at a corroboree in NT,
fishing lessons from Vic Shark
Man Hislop, Fraser Island’s
crystal clear lakes, Birdsville
Bakery and deep shafts in Coober
Pedy. Carl has just started as a
Wells Engineer with Woodside
Energy’s Graduate Program and
is hoping to work one day in
Africa. Carl (yellow singlet) is
pictured ready to snorkel in the
Daintree.
• Geoffrey Vargas (BSc 2004) writes
that he has completed an Honour’s
research project at Charles Sturt
University, investigating the use of
homoeopathics for bites and stings.
He still runs his homoeopathic
practice in Rockingham.
• Elizabeth Devitt (BCom 2005) has
moved to Melbourne and is now
a senior tax analyst with Deloitte
Australia.
UniPrint 45004

Resources Director for Mercer, an
international consulting firm.
• Paul Bodlovich (BCom 1991) lives
in Perth and is Executive Director
of the Western Australian Music
Industry Association Inc.
• Anthony Postle (PhD 1991) is an
entomologist and has spent the past
10 years collecting and identifying
insects in the Kimberley. He now
works in Cairns detecting exotic
insect pests for the Australian
Quarantine Inspection Service
(AQIS).
• John Bloemen (BA 1992) is
the Regional Sales Director for
AWAS Aviation Services, a major
aircraft lessor based in London.
He previously worked in Sydney
in a legal capacity. John and his
wife live with their infant child in
West London. Former classmates
can contact him at John.Bloemen@
awas.com.
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Many Members of The University
Club of Western Australia have
enjoyed the personalised service,
attention to detail and magnificent
ambience of the Club for their
wedding day festivities.
With a range of special venues catering from
intimate dinners to sit down events for 250
people, as well as a dedicated wedding
coordinator, the Club is perfectly placed
to ensure an unforgettable experience for
all who attend.

Here are just some examples of the positive
feedback we have received from Members
in our first year:
“The quality of service provided by the staff
on the night was simply superb. The food
was outstanding - we have received so many
compliments from our guests since!”
“All our guests remarked on how impressed
they were with the standard, atmosphere and
setting of the pre-dinner drink and reception
areas plus the quality and presentation of
the food. The service and sense of occasion
delivered by the staff on the night was
outstanding.”
“Many guests commented that it was one
of the best weddings they had attended and a
great part of the success of the reception is due
to your organisation, the quality of the food
presented and to the skill and courtesy of the
staff who served it. Thank you once again.”

To find out more about how The University Club
can create a truly memorable experience, contact
our friendly Conferences and Events team on
+61 8 6488 4820 or visit www.universityclub.uwa.edu.au

